
THE Following (Ongoing) Research, Cited Works, and Epiphanies are Demonstrated To Fit 

Humankind’s Knowledge Span in Terms of Human Understanding  

All Work Includes Three Essential Arguments that have Formed Each Final Analyses Here and 

in PRESENT day Writer’s Mind, which are  

NoW AND are Forever More Belonging to  

Karen Ben-Moyal: 

• What Started out As a Book Review for a College Judaism Class…………….. 

o Documented Since: October 30, 2017 

o Last Updated: 3/14/2018  (30TH Anniversary of ‘Pi Day’ AKA Albert 

Einstein’s Day of Birth AKA the Creator of Pi, PHI,  3.141592  3.14 => the 

date falling on the Cusp of the Eve of Atheism’s ‘Last Supper’ AKA Mins. 

Before Atheism Truly Hit the World, Atheism’s LARGEST ADVOCATE, 

founder of BS Phenomena to hit the globe since the first star exploded into life = 

Stephen Hawking  Hawking  kisses Death  Founder of the first Beam of 

Light Formula, E=MC^2, to Describe the Cosmos through G-d’s Creation  

simultaneous coincidence? Absolutely NOT. Happy Birthday, Al! Happy 30th Pi, 

Good Riddance B.s. that is Atheism/Unnatural Global Warming Hoax men   

just as the DNC was exiled from standing in the way of global peace, YOUR 

TIME IS UP- LightER DAYs are Unraveling, EMBRACE EACH AND 

EVERY LAST ONE, You should see Many during 20CHAI  AKA 2018. 

YEAR OF LIFE, ROOTS OF eden are sprouting amongst us all. Take it in. 

 

!!!!!! Do You Long for Permanent 20/20 Vision? Ever Wish there was A LIFETIME 

Prescription for Losing Your Eye Sight, and medicine which may, in fact, Heighten YOUR 

VISION Over Time?  And how's about a prescription that Must Be Renewed Often, YET 

Guaranteed FOR YOUR PEACE OF MIND/ SATISFACTION to 

NEVER  EXPIRE? NEVER EVER WORRY ABOUT GOING BLIND AGAIN! --- Here is 

Where You Can Find Your Own Eternal Happiness, Guaranteed AND AT No Cost 

Today:  Read Me With a Mind Wide Open, ask yourself---- 

....To lead your brothers and sisters of humanity into a Deeper 

Abyss of Hopelessness or to Rise Above the Status Quo, 

leading Modern Society into the Light, Away from the 

Shadows of Distortion? To choose What is Over What Ought 

to Be: This is the True Question Facing the Perplexed in 

Today's Modern World.... 

  

Death and Mourning: Unsolved Myserties of the Universe: Solved 

and Revealed 

 Through the Eyes of the Cosmos 
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"…The physicist cannot simply surrender to the philosopher the critical 

contemplation of the theoretical foundations; for he himself knows best and feels 

most surely where the shoe pinches.... he must try to make clear in his own mind 

just how far the concepts which he uses are justified... The whole of science is 

nothing more than a refinement of everyday thinking…." 
 

 

“ … It is almost a miracle that modern teaching methods have not yet entirely 
strangled the holy curiosity of inquiry; for what this delicate little plant needs 
more than anything, besides stimulation, is freedom..."  
 
"In light of knowledge attained, the happy achievement seems almost a matter of 
course, and any intelligent student can grasp it without too much trouble. But the 
years of anxious searching in the dark, with their intense longing, their alterations 
of confidence and exhaustion and the final emergence into the light -- only those 
who have experienced it can understand it……”  

 
 
 

- Albert Einstein 
 
As it is crucial what pertains to above, This Knowledge Should Be Kept As You Read what is yet 
to come, what is given Below:  
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Also, IMPORTANT TO BRIEFLY NOTE: A personal message from Sender, as the decision to finally 

post this information publicly was by no means, considered lightly. In fact, it took me two years 

to decide to begin spreading this wisdom to the World, and Pray that this Decision was Just, 

Please see message of Personal graciousness via Sender to Recipient-- 

(Written Just before First Posting of ETERNAL Truths Documented and intended FOR PUBLIC VIEWING, 

WITH Most OF THIS INFORMATION Untold, i.e. A small inner circle knows some of the details written 

here from past conversations I have had with Those who’ve asked my Guidance. So while the details are 

spread out in bits and pieces and held by contrasting interpretations in the minds of those who’ve heard  

or needed my inspiration, G-d’s Inspiration told through my mouth by way of speaking and my fingers by 

way of writing --- it is all neither here nor there,  and incomplete if not thoroughly argued by the One 

who was given the gifts that You will receive, but none of which will know all, not AT PRESENT, anyhow… 

In sum, and,  As it will take me a while to complete this doctrine, I wish to begin shining this light for the 

glory of the world’s inhabitants ASAP………………….. 

 

But, first and foremost and Necessary before we begin,  

 

A Prayer:  

Einstein reported a remarkable consequence of his special theory of relativity: if a 

body emits a certain amount of energy, then the mass of that body must decrease by a 

proportionate amount. Meanwhile he wrote a friend, "The relativity principle in 

connection with the Maxwell equations demands that the mass is a direct measure for 

the energy contained in bodies; light transfers mass... This thought is amusing and 

infectious, but I cannot possibly know whether the good Lord does not laugh at it and 

has led me up the garden path." Einstein and many others were soon convinced of its 

truth. The relationship is expressed as an equation: E=mc².   
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I Trust In You, Almighty One, with Everything I am and Everything I ever Will be, just as 

You Had Such High Faith in Me, as it You, G-d, who Chose to ME, to Be suited with Such 

a Blessing. Your faith is my own, I promise to Do All in my Power to Spread Your True 

Word – to Show the depths in all things, Your things, teachings which have been 

intertwined with time, to distinguish all fable and fact from one another. To present and 

portray to the People, YOUR PEOPLE, 

WHO ARE NOW MY PEOPLE, as You, G-d, have enlightened me towards Knowledge 

thereof; That is; The In between that I am not blinded to--- as the rest of Your Children 

deem unreal, impossible, or “Unsolved,” but are in reality just afraid, afraid to know what 

is unknown, and this particular fear has been previously named, to put another spin or 

curtain on what is reality, the Media, the Brainwashers of today have called this portal, 

this Holy Veil at the Pit of Man’s Fear and a realm unknown, the “Twilight Zone…”  

But --- this door to another world, an entire dimension unsearched and unfounded by 

the status quo, the keys You Have Granted me Access to-- through my acceptance of 

True Faith, my guts to follow YOUR LOVE, and through my Cooperative efforts have 
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come to See thus far, what so many Have not realized in lifetimes and generations of 

lies and truths unwounded and spun out of thousands of years of knots created at every 

angle, I know that With You, I can do Anything, and will untangle this WEB of Hocus 

Pocus. I will do so for the sole purpose of Showing to Your Life Creations -- what True 

Magic is, that of which is in the air we breathe and chemicals mixed from earth to cure 

so many illnesses to date, True magic which can only be admired, cherished, and thus 

can only be experienced -- here in Your Spinning Crystal Ball.  

I will Do Your Work Because it is You who has chosen me, You, The Ultimate Boss I will 

Always be Humble to, the Only G-d I bow to, the unseen entity I have never lost touch 

or belief in, and O, G-d, I now see where and why You have led me on this path, and I 

am Abundantly grateful but will no longer question why It was Me You have Called 

upon, out of the rest. I Just want You G-d, to Know Now and eternally, that I will Always 

Accept this Position, and I will evermore feel SO Blessed and SO HUMBLED, to have this 

request to fulfill-- so special and so rare, rooted into my tree, and now paving MY first 

quarter of life, into a path of enlightenment, to Continue to cross and Conquer in Your 

Honor and through Your Will,  to ultimately restore Your Honor in all Nations of all  
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peoples, all over the planet. Oh, G-d, as You have had THE Upmost Faith, Trust, 

Compassion, and Mercy Upon me, I refuse to Let You, Almighty, Down, and I vow with 

All that I am, I Will Grant all the Wishes You Command.  I WILL GRANT YOU AS Many 

dreams as a human can give back to the Starry Skies, the Cosmos, the One Universal 

Creator and Parent of All Life, Oh G-d. I Won’t Back Down to those who oppose Your 

existence or who choose to Put themselves at Your level, O G-d. And in defending You, 

and Your existence and meaning for All Your loved ones created in the divine Mercy, the 

pure act of showing You are not our puppet master, but A true Friend, and with Your 

willingness to grant Your Kids with free will, and A spirit available at all times to those 

who truly believe. I WILL Continue fighting through Your Strength destined into my 

being. Against all Odds I AM and have always been- and yet -- all said Odds are at once 

so dissolved, with You, On My Side, Lord, with You who has Given me the experiences I 

needed to give me the confidence to achieve what was always rendered impossible, Oh 

G-d, My G-d, Our G-d:  

   I AM    

             KAREN  
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    BEN 

                                        - 

  MOYAL. 

And I can DO ALL THINGS, With and THROUGH YOU, 

 WHO HAS AND ALWAYS WILL, strengthen me, in my efforts towards restoring Your 

Glory, to achieve Your Fatherly Wish For Your Creations, as I continue as I take the next 

steps in my next chapter in life,  the beginning of my official career has been well 

equipped BY YOU, Oh G-d, with a Set of Tools Which have an ETERNAL warrantee. A 

Guarantee of Success with a Bond I have never been separated from, as I begin the next 

part of this life journey, towards restoring  Earthly Peace for Your Oppressed children, 

who you want Peace and Happiness for, I pray You will Have Faith in My desires as much 

as You always have, G-d. 

With all my heart and Soul, I, Karen as above and on Earth, in Your eyes and Human’s 

Eyes, I AM Karen, Karen, As I am in verb and in noun form, In all dimensions and on 

Earth, I Vow to Use all of these foundations in my corners, You Have Rested in Me and 
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Led me to Find --- and at Such a young age at that – I am forever GRATEFUL. Oh G-d,  A 

million and infinite more times,  I say: 

I Thank YOU. I love YOU. I forgive You. Please Forgive Me.   

Amen.  

 

Answers Received and Written to the World as On-Going Research through Personal Blog 
           
Divinely Inspired Commentary for Today’s Modern Age…. General Knowledge 

Beneficial For ALL Humanity Living this Generation and Beyond  
As such, these eternally Lit Flames in Motion Have No Choice But to Finally Inscribe the Truest 
Miracles and Meanings of Life’s Patterns,  
Questions which Science Falls Short of Explaining,  
All of WHICH should AND Will be  
For the Purpose of One’s own reSolve  
FOR THE PURPOSE OF Unveiling Revelations Determined by Science, Social, Moral, and Historical 
Biblical Evidence, biblically# in the sense of including everything and anything relating to proof for all 
Legends, All myths, recorded and spoken teachings of ALL RELIGIONS INDIGINOUS PEOPLES, tribes, 
walks of life, near and far, geographically and spiritually separated from one end of the earth to the 
other, until now have been separated by society AND YET ARE FOUND IF YOU LOOK CLOSE ENOUG TO 
WHAT I AM ABOUT TO GIVE YOU  
A gift given by ALL UNIVERSAL SCRIPTURES, ALL Religious teachings of the world now COMBINED with 
scientific PROOF (mostly explained by Einstein’s most groundbreaking formulas and theories) ---- 
Also,  
Keep in Mind that  
IF  
You Will It, 
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that is,  
IF One is To accept such Analyzations, arguments so unCommon and unheard of at this date and Time, 
and in so your destinies can be achieved in this lifespan, your highest potentials can be obtained, and 
your most concerning life’s worries washed away…….. that is…………. 
IF You are Ready to OPEN Your Petals, Your Wings, Your Trees Branches May Extend as Far as the 
Human Eye Will Never See, A darkness will be uncovered by a distinct LIGHT 
A blinding light, too bright for human’s physical sight but, if you let it, you too WILL OPEN THE ALL 
SEEING EYE  
which ignites an eternal SPARK that can very well be reached by everyone in the world and anyone 
separated throughout the ages of time can relate to the feeling of this burn felt INDEFINITELY and IN 
CERTAIN  
Throughout the entirety  of one’s, 
.. of YOUR VERY OWN……… 
core being; 
And as You begin reKindling this flame within, *perhaps for the very first time for some *– >  
All Human Nature’s Mysteries from times past and present and future to be explained in depth… 
Will now make perfect sense to Genuine Souls 
But will, of course, Continue To be Ignored by the Soulless………. 
The missing puzzle pieces to lifespan’s jigsaw----- AKA----- 
The lost Reasonings for OUR Deepest Desires (SHARED BY All) and ALL of which  
Are Buried  
Deep Within  
All Souls 
As such, these eternally Lit Flames in Motion, To the Best of my Ability, without Doubt, fear, and 
ungodliness, 
(However rare this philosophy and Reason Comes about in the Grand Scheme of everyday life 
teachings/events) 
It is my sworn Duty 
It is My Civil, Foreign, and Cosmic Service 
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To the Best of my Ability, I shall Go In Depth to Describe to the Human Race 
What May Only be Understood and Interpreted Through Personal Experiences and Peculiar Instances-- 
Among many other Variables to be Described in Every Way Shape and Form that From Here Unto End 
of this Existence  
……………..However much this Society Encompassed by Century 21,  
ThereBy,  
However Much You ALL Shall Allow Me to Point Out  
And Unto All Who Can Grasp it,   
Yee Are Truly Blessed! 
Thus, 

Throughout the Lifespan Currently Living this Dream in Real-time and Space….. Thanks 
HaShem 

And  
I THANK YOU, and ALL Truth Seeking Individuals for the Opportunity to Express Self Evident Truths 
Hidden By the Men Who Blind themselves and their Neighbors and their Posterity------ 
Therefore, May it be Copy Written as of Year 2016 
…. Realizations Founded from That of Which 
A twenty-five-year-old, Post Millenia Millennial Has Come to Know, 

………..  
All such Infinite Wisdom is Hereby  

 Recorded  
and Written 
   and Analyzed for THE PEOPLE, 
 of the sister to anyone reading this, to reach as many as possible, ALL 
brothers and sisters------ This is a call for justice, freedom, true 
happiness and PEACE for all  

From the beat of My own drum, from one wave length to another, 
This one Of a kind telegraph Sealed in Wonderous Truths, 
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A rhythm enveloped by Way of telepathy and Selflessness, true selflessness, high faith, hard work, 
and guts to defy all but the 
0.00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000001%, 
To be delivered to the Hearts of all Earthly corners, from the moon to worlds away,   
Infinite wave lengths United Under G-d  
One G-d. 
Signed into our skin  
Grafted into our DNA  
From An All loving Dad who genuinely wants the Best for His Free-Willed Children, For His Love is 
what Carried Us here and Will Always be in Each of Us, to be returned to the Sender, the Kid Should 
Give back to Honor the Ultimate Father, Atom’s Father’s Father, 
Also known as G-d, by most. 
G-d- who is also My Best Friend , My Most Trusted Companion and Ally, 
G-d of You and I, G-d of our Ancestors, G-d who is Science, Creator of this ever-expanding Universe, G-
d Of LIFE, LIGHT, AIR, WINd, WATER, And all creatures above and below,  
Eternal G-d, FATHER TO US ALL who were born from His Wisdom, 
Humans must not See all the heavens and stars as separate from our own Genetical make up,  
As One Living, breathing eco system we all know as CREATION , IN THE FORM OF SCIENCE AND 
RELIGION which connects the Sky and clouds and planets to the humans and animals and plants and 
soil  
All up above is kin to the depths, AS far south to what is possible to reach, all throughout is within the 
core of earth’s crust,  the mantle, the atom, the splitting of one atom, the energy which created the 
first atom, is directly related and family to all who breathe throughout all generations, all who 
exchange the balance and chemicals of Life’s workings to grow and that which connect all of this 
Kingdom built by the ONE AND ONLY King to Have the rights to this title,  
To promote peace, we must distinguish the REALIZE from the REAL LIES, WE MUST UNITE, One and all, 
Free Shipping packaging, this message has been signed with infinite LOVE, HOPE, and Ultimate Care, 
as all Souls are Marked Fragile by their Most Careful, Most Wise Inventor, sealed Wisdom from OUR 
Original Maker,  
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Signs sent to a Chosen of this Generation by OUR G-d, Stamped into my Life PATH,  
 
MAILED from  

Texas, USA 
In the midst of a Journey Currently Being Lived Out by and gracious to Have Been Blessed with 

This is My Salute to All Mankind inhabiting the globe,  

To All Organisms Existing Far and Wide,  
G-d Salutes You, I Salute He, and as I am Graciously Abiding by His LAW… 
This Message is Officially Forwarded as a Public Service Announcement for the Present Age’s Greatest 
Benefits------ 
Resigned, resealed, redelivered through Fate and Acceptance Thereof, 
 
I salute You Brothers and Sisters,  
Merely Because:                               He. Salutes. US.  

 
 
Yours Truly, 

 

Karen Ben-Moyal 
 

To start the process in terms most closely defined by first steps of Déjà vu in human 

understanding… to Remind you of the knowledge that once was and so will be Again,  

And in doing SO -- may your very own Awakening of all things Unknown-- 
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Begin Here: (Opening Lines as A Brief Preface): 

Although Maurice Lamm describes the Jewish Way in terms of historic facts in holy 

traditions and rituals, he leaves room for the reader’s own interpretation of the works. In my own 

opinion, this writing technique is a breath of fresh air to read. Most authors add their own biases 

into the facts they present, especially with regards to religious teachings. Thus, the only way for 

someone to reach their highest point with their Creator, is to literally seek fundamental truth, and 

nothing but the truth. In other words, a spiritual analysis must not be included by the author but 

by the reader, who seeks the ancient works of the Torah to learn the secret teachings of the 

unknown.  A genuine seeker would not look to the opinions of humans to tell him the hidden 

meanings and secrets of the mysteries of our universe. A humble person with good intentions 

looks to the Word of G-d and meditates on the Torah’s principles along with their owns, to open 

the bridge between G-d and humanity. In Judaism, the afterlife is assumed to be unclear but is 

symbolically mentioned repeatedly in various verses of ancient Holy scripture. As all the texts of 

the Jewish prophets were written in Aramaic, Jewish rabbis and scholars throughout the sages  
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have interpreted their own definitions and meanings behind the meanings of life and death, 

which happens to be the most common question a human being will ask at more than one point 

in their lives. This book review aims to analyze the messages formed from Maurice Lamm’s, 

“The Jewish Way in Death and Mourning,” while comparing it to my own thoughts and 

perspectives over the symbolism of Jewish scripture to attempt to explain the Word of G-d in 

regards to burial and ritual services connecting eternal life and in death. 

Why do only the good die young? And why do we say that we will see our loved ones 

again one day when someone we love dies?  Meditate on the clichés passed down through 

generations of man, you’ll soon find out that innocence is killed by our loving G-d because it is 

needed at a different place in a another dimension in another time space to accomplish something 

greater than itself here on Earth, hence the reason, “Only the good die young.” A soul mate is a 

lover, family member, friend, or significant being you find in every lifetime, that is precisely 

why, “you will see them again someday,” you just will not remember them as they are now, 

although you’ve felt as though you have known them for eternity. Finally, there is no soul 
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without body nor body without soul. To think your body goes to waste would be as foolish as 

saying that we only exist for a miniscule microsecond in the whole-time spectrum of the 

universe. Take a step back and see, you are the universe, we are the universe, the universe is in 

you as much as you are in it. Without humans, beasts, oceans, sunlight, air, fire, wind, and every 

other element incorporated into the solar system, life itself would not exist, therefore, without 

your very soul existing here on Earth or elsewhere in another form of Earth, you cannot diminish 

for it would throw off the balance of life as we know it. G-d does not make mistakes, every 

human life is recycled and cared for properly so as to not let it throw off the grand scheme of it 

all. There is no beginning and no end, that is, not unless G-d decides to cease our existence. 

Otherwise, who are we to ask to mark a time for the end, for every time there ever was an end, 

man received a new beginning. Know this, and know your soul, feel the weight of its invisible 

density, once you come to terms with the realization that your soul is a very real part of your 

physical body, but mainly understand that it makes up the very core of who you are as a person, 

who you were, and who you ever will be. Your soul is the tracking device, the label, the tag that 
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you wear throughout eternities and beyond. It is your place in existence and a way for G-d to 

distinguish your soul and path from the rest of creation. If even one soul cannot be renewed for 

any reason, which could never be, but if in theory, the whole weight of the world would shift, 

and mankind would cease to exists. Try and finish the puzzle as quickly as you can! If not, that's 

OK, you'll get another turn before you know it. Every end brings a new beginning to start back 

from where you left off. The Torah knows it, the Bible knows it, the prophets knew it, Einstein 

knew it, and I am telling you, what I know to be true now. Rather than keeping this essay short, I 

have put meaning into it, because why write on such a deep topic of discussion if you aren’t 

going to take anything away from it? Everything is a sign, look around and keep your head 

focused on the straight ahead and up above, for the answers will never come to those who do not 

let their souls out of their chests. The only way to set your soul to freely communicate with G-d 

is when facing space or looking above yourself to pray to your King. Your soul opens up 

completely when you sleep, I believe this can explain dreams, and the fact that the universe is 

constantly expanding means the universe has no ending, not until our Ruler decides to stop life 
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for his children, until or if that ever happens, we must continue respecting the traditions of the 

ancients in death ceremonies and in life, because the living assist G-d on Earth by preparing the 

body and customs needed for the transition of the many new beginnings our loved ones 

deceased. The text clearly states that helping with the burial of a friend, relative, or any human, 

is the greatest mitzvah one can do for them. Ask yourself why this duty is coined the greatest 

mitzvah? Because you are working hand in hand with G-d to prepare your loved one with a 

smooth transition into their next existence. Helping create new life in the midst of death is 

something that G-d rewards highly because of the fact that his children have to be killed to live 

again. G-d does not want any of us in any pain we do not deserve. He does not believe that we 

should ever die as long as he is Governor of the universe, so He will always show mercy over the 

humans that go through the pain of helping bury their loved ones and who are simultaneous in 

assuming their loved ones are gone forever. Additionally, G-d can only bring back a life once the 

dead are ready to begin living again. So, essentially, G-d is working with his creations to, “bring 

life to the dead and restore the living.” For, just as the cover of Lamm’s book puts it, that “Death 
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is a night that lies between two days.” If you follow the pattern I have just laid out, the 

equivalent to this quote could be the opposite of its entirety. One could add, based on the former 

book quote, that if death is a night between two days, therefore the statement, “Life is a day 

between two nights,” would also ring true. In other words, the gap between lives lasts for a day 

between two periods of death, while the gap between two deaths lasts between the two life spans 

or lifetimes. And thus, even on the cover of this book, or in the first sentence of chapter one of, 

“The Way of Jewish Death and Mourning,” the hints give blatant clues to which the obvious is 

pointed out to us. I have also noticed Rabbis or Jews I have grown up with have never referred to 

the World to Come as it is, they justify it as the public eye sees it and describe it as a place 

they’ve made up from generations of minds with huge imaginations. I counteract with this 

method of learning, why start listening to human beings when it comes to explaining the 

incomprehensible? My view of the World to Come is just as G-d says it is, that the World to 

Come is our next world or plane of existence we will live out another life in. From dust to dust, 

death is described as showing up at night, or death, for the preparation cycle for a new day or 
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birth to be reborn. If you help your loved one go through this in all of your pain and agony, you 

are assisting with the most incredible creation known to man. You are literally helping your 

loved one’s soul come back into the creation of man, even their World to Come is different from 

where yours is now, you will catch up to them eventually, and your souls will love one another 

unconditionally once more, for all eternity as we know it. Judaism is special because it is the 

only religion that prepares the body specifically as G-d needs it to be prepared for the World to 

Come. Jews take good care of the dead so they may enjoy life to its fullest next time around. If 

you ask me, that is one of the most beautiful signs of G-d’s love for us and vice versa, He eases 

the pain of those suffering by condescending himself and lifting his creations to be part of his 

works because G-d is pure love and empathy for the family who suffers through something that 

they do not yet fully understand. G-d doesn’t have to do anything more for us, for he gave us life 

itself, but his love and his mercy are far greater than ours, and he will let the living who choose 

to bury their loved ones into his world, even if for only a moment, this is significant for the night 

that lies between the two days is just the death that lies between the before life and the next one, 
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and just as the sun never really sets completely, as it always rises for the new day to begin, much 

like the cycle of the human soul. We arise to a new world of light after sleeping in a world of 

darkness. Life and death can be compared to the night that falls and morning that rises our sun, 

each and every day, and can never cease in this cycle. This cycle of day and night represents our 

soul-cycles throughout eternity. For, when we emerge from the darkness of sleep at night, the 

sun will always take us into our new day of light. In other words, as long as the sun rises in the 

East each morning, eternal life will continue to sustain our souls in a World to Come, the moon 

at night symbolizes the death that creeps upon the light of the living to make Way for a brand 

new beginning in a brand new life and existence.  

Regarding Christianity’s view of Heaven: Love, joy, loved ones, food, shelter, national 

holidays, religious holidays, land, sea, air, fire, wind, nature. What "better" place is there than 

life itself? I have yet to hear this question answered. Because in fact there is no better "place" 

than life itself, and there's no going back either. The act of gift giving is a selfless one for both 

the giver and the receiver. In life, gifts are given for the sole purpose of giving. If both parties 
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participating in this exchange are truly selfless in their intentions, both would act according to 

the laws of universal fundamentals. This would mean that the giver cannot ask for the gift back 

once it has been given, and the receiver should use the gift for an unselfish purpose-- the receiver 

would in turn share their gift with others. This here is another basic argument for why death 

could not exist, not in any universe, nor any dimension, throughout all space-time. Why would 

one assume that the gift of life given to us by our Creator would ever have to be returned? Life is 

G-d's gift to humanity, it would be silly to assume he would need or ask for it back, not ever. 

Once a gift is given, it's yours. However, the human receivers must decide how they choose to 

enjoy the gift. In other words. Life is a gift, and it's the greatest gift ever given. Which means it 

is our duty, as the receivers of this precious gift, to share our lives with others. The Torah 

scripture commonly encompasses the concept that G-d wants us to live our lives in the company 

of both our neighbors and strangers because our lives are literally meant to be shared with other 

humans. To me, this symbolizes humanity's relationship with G-d and more significantly, life 

itself. In other words, the bond that has connected humanity to G-d's light since the beginning of 
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time was given to a vessel that was meant to receive G-d's light for the sacred purpose of sharing 

G-d's wisdom with others. This beam of light that created the universe, also known scientifically 

as the Big Bang, was not only able to inhale this wisdom of G-d, it could exhale or reproduce it, 

for the sole intent of giving birth to man. Let there be light is the link between the Big Bang 

explosion and Genesis, an explosion of energy took place at the beginning of our universe, 

nonetheless, both science and G-d are one in the same. Science is used to explain as many 

miracles as it can, through the study of G-d's work. This original wisdom that was the light could 

also interpreted as G-d breathing into a vessel that inhaled the Word, and let it go for others to 

share in its glory. It had already been decided upon out births that this the gift of life belonged to 

us, forever and ever. Only once we realize we must share our permanent gifts with mankind and 

vice versa, we will reach our highest potential. In other words, if we embrace the most selfless 

act of giving and receiving, the ultimate purpose of our infinite existence will reveal itself.  

Another significant argument that I can make is Mozart and his inexplicable ability to 

write a symphony the first time his fingers touched the piano’s keys. No one has ever been able 
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to explain this phenomenon, except by simply saying it was chance or that these things are rare, 

but happen. The answer is much deeper and more complex than this half-way thought out and 

unfinished response. Looking at the bigger picture: What could be the only explanation to such 

an event, besides chance that is? You can also compare Mozart’s “stroke of genius” to similar 

renowned occurrences around the world. The same reasoning is disguised when doctors are 

unable to explain why people come out of comas knowing a completely different or extinct 

language they had never even heard of. There are many documented instances where humans 

have had a near-death experience and woken up with a new skill they never possessed, some 

have even woken up with different accents that could not be explained. When you think about it 

logically, there is only one answer to explain how Mozart was able to write an orchestrated 

symphony his first time playing the piano. The only possible explanation requires you to utilize 

an intense knowledge of reason and have a strong belief in the foundations of faith. Judaism has 

clearly handed down the answers to these secret teachings quite blatantly, yet the human mind 

cannot seem to hang onto what they cannot comprehend. But perhaps the whole point is to make 
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all of this nearly impossible for the human mind to understand. However, Judaism is based on 

both high levels of reason and full faith in one Almighty G-d. With these two put together, one 

can discover more than they ever thought possible.  

The only things that cannot be explained in this world are commonly ignored and devoted 

to chance when they should be left up to faith. The argument for the existence of G-d is another 

argument for another day, but to sum it up, something cannot come from nothing. Period. This 

leaves the existence of G-d as the strongest argument to why us humans are here today. 

Furthermore, when something cannot be explained, faith and G-d are what you should look 

deeply into.  Faith is meant to be deep, look at the complexities of our human bodies and of the 

minerals and foundations of life itself. It's not easy to stack your cards in something you cannot 

see or that isn't tangible, but, is chance tangible? And what is a coincidence if you really think 

about it? Where did the term coincidence begin? It began when the minds of humans were not 

able to explain an ironic event in their lives so they decided to come up with an alternate 

resolution to ease their confusion, but it never really answered their initial questions. Does it? I 
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argue that Mozart had to have already acquired this skill previously for him to be a musical 

genius without having developed any prior skill for it. Theories such as, “It happens” or “It was 

luck” are not good enough.” If a baby is given a toy, it learns how to grab the toy, and slowly 

works to become an expert at grabbing things using the motions of their body. This takes 

practice yet it's one of the most basic steps we learn in our infant years. If you meditate on this, 

you must ask yourself how many other options are there to phenomena such as that of Mozart? 

You develop skills through practice. I will also argue that since this is true, one must already 

contain the knowledge of said skill to be able to play an instrument as if they had played it all 

their lives. Quite literally, their souls have been playing it throughout their lifetimes. This is also 

answers why some possess the ability to speak another language they never heard of, or how 

some people can become the next Picasso having never picked up a paintbrush, not in this life 

anyway. 

Déjà vu 
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It is common knowledge that the explanation for what deja vu is, feels like, or is caused 

by, has never been discovered. Scientists, psychologists, doctors, researchers have yet to 

discover the cause of Deja vu, let alone describe what Deja vu truly feels like-- does anyone 

really know an accurate way to describe this sensation? What if I told you that the feeling of 

Déjà vu, that is, the feeling or sense that you've been somewhere like this before, or perhaps have 

felt the exact emotion(s) in a similar situation which you are very certain happened, yet can't 

quite describe/recollect; what if I told you that this feeling/sense you nor anyone has ever been 

able to pinpoint or accurately describe could be triggered by the subconscious of your soul? I 

believe through my ancient Israeli roots, knowledge and study of Judaism up so far, and based 

off my relationship with G-d, that Déjà vu is another unexplained phenomenon which can only 

be explained soundly through faith. Therefore, humans are still puzzled by the unknown, among 

such are dreams and the mysteries of déjà vu. Human minds are not constructed to hold enough 

capacity for such things. I believe déjà vu is another piece of solid evidence one needs to explain 

the “afterlife.” What if déjà vu is just your soul telling your gut something of significance?  Your 
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soul has seen many lifetimes, who’s to say your soul doesn’t communicate with the rest of your 

organs? Especially if the soul feels an emotion that only the soul can sense, since our bodies are 

only temporary and our souls are forever. Déjà vu occurs when one’s soul finds itself surrounded 

by a presence or leftover vibes bouncing off specific situations in this life. After all, your soul is 

like a treasure chest buried deep within you, it holds the most value you’ve collected throughout 

all of your existences, until today. This includes lessons, relationships, personality traits, 

knowledge, etc., and anything else, including memories, from previous lives. That box is 

attached to you at all times. The feeling of déjà vu could most correctly be compared to your soul 

notifying your brain and even other parts of your body, to call attention to a significance you 

can’t quite put your finger on. You know you’ve seen or heard or maybe even felt this feeling 

before, yet you cannot know why or what it really is that you are feeling. This is the nostalgia of 

your soul being emitted into parts of your current vessel to remind, warn, or just call attention to 

your receptors in the brain of a nostalgic-like essence being presented to your mind at the very 

moment déjà vu hits. This feeling also leaves your mind as quickly as it came into it. Before you 
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even get to start questioning it, it has already begun to return to its source, locked away into the 

depths of your soul. It has left humans confused for centuries, yet, the answer is in the definition 

of déjà vu. The answer is actually most likely in the questions one normally asks themselves 

when déjà vu hits. The individual asks themselves: “Wait, haven’t I been here before? I feel like 

I have done this before but I don’t know how because I have never physically been here, but wait 

a minute, I have been there.. But I can’t remember how I’ve been here…” This goes on for a few 

seconds and then the individual is left with a puzzled sense of confusion that typically goes away 

seconds or minutes after the phenomenon occurs and has gone “away.” The answer that explains 

déjà vu is a shockingly parsimonious one: You feel as though you’ve already been somewhere or 

done something that mirrors a realm of what you are currently doing because -- you have already 

been there, or, you’ve been taught a similar lesson in a past life and your soul sent you your 

“cosmic” nostalgia that you will need to trigger a sense that will help you accomplish a certain 

task. Sometimes, we build our futures with ancient glory without even leaving the corners of 

your mind and body. You just need reminding of these lessons learned from time to time, 
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wherein the circumstances you are currently in are triggers. Is that not what nostalgia is in the 

first place? Meditate on this question. Thus, Déjà vu is your soul’s nostalgia.  

The answers to the most complex mysteries of the universe are quite literally buried into 

our inner-cores, the souls of our beings. When a sign is sent to us, we automatically assume this 

sign is coincidence, we don't leave room for fate or destiny or the Hand of G-d as a very valid 

explanation to what is. When you perceive things as they are, you begin to let go of the 

misguided perceptions of what society has led you to believe. Do not look at things how others 

perceive them, look at them from your perception. Test out the signs you receive, you start to 

realize these signs are part of your life's guide to fulfilling your purpose here on Earth. When 

people ignore these signs, or when people ignore G-d's outstretched arm, we are ignoring our 

destinies, we are ignoring out duties to mankind. Thus, if we do not fulfill our purpose in this 

lifetime, we do get to continue in our next one. However, if you do not try to understand G-d or 

you take the words of humans over the Word of G-d as your reasoning, you will keep straying 

further and further away from your destiny, and this also means you are preventing yourself from 
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ever truly experiencing self-worth and the greatest happiness for you and the ones you love. For 

if one fulfills their dreams which stem from a passion that is your life's goal, you are also 

achieving ultimate satisfaction and euphoric joy for your soul.  

Death is concept distorted by the imaginations of men. No one can come back to tell you 

what death truly is so why on earth would humans just assume death means no more existence 

for the seemingly nonfunctioning soul? In Judaism. G-d tells us that our souls renew, that they 

live on for eternity with G-d. What is a soul without a body? Is it anything at all? What came 

first in creation? The soul came first, the body followed. Some Christians will argue Heaven as 

being a different place in the cloud where good people ascend. I will often argue a point derived 

from Adam and Eve that Christians always bring up when it comes to this argument. Both 

Christians and Jews can agree that all humans were born immortal, that is, until something 

changed this thinking in the Garden of Eden. Christians will often argue that this is humanity’s 

punishment, they state that we have to die because Eve sinned against G-d’s Word while G-d 

remains ruling over us for all eternity. This is not the case. It is my firm belief that the story of 
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Adam and Eve signifies a lesson that most have never caught a glimpse of. The apple that Eve 

ate despite the Will of G-d was G-d showing His creations, for the very first time, that we have 

free will. He wanted to show us that we as humans are not meant to be slaves to an all-powerful 

puppet master. Rather, we have choices and the ability to make those choices ourselves. Above 

all, it is important here to note that, G-d does not make mistakes. If we humans were born 

immortal, we are still immortal. G-d would not destroy the life he created for a human to make 

room for another brand new creation. All teachings of the Torah tell us that Judaism is a religion 

focused on embracing life instead of focusing on an afterlife.  

G-d specifically governs His universe’s peoples to embrace life, and not death. However, 

what is life without death? How can one truly cherish anything, whether it be inheriting wealth,  

taking advantage of a one-sided relationship, knowledge of possessing eternal life, or, any other 

privileges a human is born into without having ever acquired it themselves and without threat,  

know they will always have? In other words, only through fear of loss can one live truthfully, 

faithfully, and spiritually to their fullest? When one has nothing to lose, it means they have 
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nothing to life for. If you have nothing to life for, not only do you lose your sense of purpose, 

you disregard the value of your life, your sense of the differences between good and evil weaken, 

right and wrong become intertwined without any consequences. If people were born knowing 

they were immortal, suicide rates would be sky rocketing, no one could possibly dream of 

wanting to gain anything nor will an army vow to fight for something if they know they are 

immortal. Just as G-d wishes to live on for all eternity with His creatures, He wants His creatures 

to live on with him. Humanity is the way this is done. “From dust to dust” is a commonly 

misinterpreted statement. From the dust of Earth man was created in G-d’s image. If you were 

going to a Heaven that wasn’t Earth itself, you would not return to dust, you would float, into the 

sky. If someone is told that life is fragile and given an ultimatum that involves not breathing ever 

again, they will surely cherish this life now, and hang onto G-d to support us and He will always 

cling to us. Back on the topic of Adam and Eve, G-d new that humans would be attracted to sin, 

and they would inevitably sin throughout their imperfect, human lives. The poison that Eve 

digests is a symbol of the poison we must work to keep out of our own digestive systems. In 
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other words, it’s a sin that G-d uses as an example to teach that He will always forgive as He 

forgave Adam and Eve.  Although, with the threat of hard power, G-d knows that Humans will  

be devoted in their own lives, committed to studying His Word and establish justice for all if 

there are incentives in doing so. G-d commanded men to live by His word alone, if man chooses 

to live by His Word, man can eventually receive their just rewards with the biggest one being the 

answer to the most debated question besides why we are all here in the first place, is what 

happens when we die is unraveled in every life, but only those who wish to seek the absolute 

truths of G-d and keep on the path of light and not stray to idol worshipping darkness, will 

receive the wisdom of the afterlife through a binding covenant with their Father. Adam and Eve 

were forgiven, humanity does not have to die for humanity, there’s no eye for an eye in the eyes 

of G-d. In other words, we will always be naturally recycled, born from the dust makes sense, 

going back to the dust without renewal of birth is the same thing as taking a soul away from his 

or her family, land, and home to live on in G-d’s upper kingdom. Heaven is just the stars. I 
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believe that the stars are G-d’s angels, in no way are they depicted as they are on television. This 

too, however, is a topic of discussion for another time.  

 We can claim the definition to birth and other parts of life because we know what comes 

next. In death, we do not. Which is why it is ludicrous for us to think death is the end of the road 

for those who've run their course. In reality, we are only running one of many courses we've 

already run or will run again. I'm simpler terms, you and I and every single human being on this 

planet have literally, "Been there, done that." Except in a different galaxy in a different time-

space on a whole other solar system located within another dimension.  

Perhaps we are striving to fulfill a certain destiny within each of our existences. Perhaps 

we fell short of this destiny in our previous lives. Perhaps this life is a chance to redeem our 

purpose. This, at its core, is the meaning of life. To fulfill your purpose; that of which is led to 

you through your inner most passions. It's up to you to follow them. If you succeed, you must 

have the closest relationship with our G-d and G-d of our ancestors, the one and only supreme G-

d. Build your bridge close to his glory, follow the signs and your primal instincts. Be forever 
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grateful and well aware of all of this at all times. That is, keep in touch with the Creator who 

gave you the path worth living today. You'll soon discover possibilities and uncover answers that 

you once believed to be nearly impossible to reach. Reach your heart’s truest desires by fulfilling 

a destiny your soul has waited lifetimes to accomplish. Knowledge is the vessel which latches 

from G-d’s Will onto you, if your mind allows your heart to embrace the truth. The dots are 

there. These are the signs that go by constantly throughout a human being’s life, the key is to 

connect those dots before the hourglass of your current existence runs its course. “You are not 

responsible for finishing the work, but you are not free to walk away from it either.” This quote 

from one of the five Books of Moses says a great deal. It is up to us to work peacefully side by 

side out Father in Heaven, to achieve the happiness that every religion stems from. Truth is, 

every religion in this world was created from the same G-d. Therefore, every religion has truth in 

it and something you can take from it to help guide you on the path towards inner enlightenment 

to figuring out who you are and why you were put here. If you really want to get technical, I 

could argue that all mankind is one religion. Religion of G-d, who cares what name you stick to 
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it, G-d is one with all humankind and humankind is one with G-d. In the case of this particular 

book review, I unintentionally borrowed Karma and reincarnation, (to an extent), from 

Buddhism, and tested my life experiences up until now to connect my Jewish heritage to explain 

that which cannot be explained. Word of mouth is the reason for the distortion of all religions, 

however, if you dig a little deeper and follow your premonitions in life, G-d will show you “The 

Way.” This Way is hidden in symbols within Jewish scripture and texts and can be brought to 

life only though an open mind and free spirit with  a sense of childlike wonder in regards to 

believing. Do you believe in magic? The religions of the world would say magic is in the very 

breath you are breathing, the elements you mix from the Earth to turn into pills and medicines to 

cure the most life-threatening diseases, magic is the letters in which my magical flesh is typing 

through the magic of my body made in G-d’s image. In sum, faith, knowledge, and guts are 

required to explore the truth in all things.  

 

end for now.  
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NOTES/THOUGHTS/PERSONAL REALIZATIONS PERTAINING TO THE SUBJECT SINCE PAPER WAS WRITTEN: 

“Only the strong have the wisdom to seek G-D'S forgiveness; and only the mighty keep the faith 

in His eternal glory, in both good times, and in bad.” 

KBM 

"Freedom is like a flower. It opens up for the opportunity to grow. It has the potential to live a 

full life." 

- K. Ben-Moyal 

It is common knowledge that the explanation for what deja vu is, feels like, or is caused by-- has 

never been discovered. Scientists, psychologists, doctors, researchers have yet to discover the 

cause of deja vu, let alone describe what deja vu truly feels like-- does anyone really know an 

accurate way to describe this sensation? What if I told you that the feeling of deja vu-- that is-- 

the feeling or sense that you've been somewhere like this before, or perhaps have felt the exact 

emotion(s) in a similar situation which you are very certain happened, yet can't quite 

describe/recollect; what if I told you that this feeling/sense you nor anyone has ever been able to 

pinpoint or accurately describe- could be triggered by the subconscious of your soul?   

Think BIGGER: 

If the universe in never-ending, why should its inhabitants be? After all, human bodies are made 

up of stars. That's how every single skeletal being with human flesh and skin got its start. As a 

combination of stars. People seem to forget that there is no separation between human life and 

space when put into categorical terms. All things we know to be of tangibility belong to the 

universe. The planets, the oceans, meteors, suns, stars, solar systems and in between, are 

connected bc they are of substance here on earth. Human life forms and the atmospheric realm 
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which exists as seemingly above them, are one in the same. We are not separated from what this 

universe has to offer, therefore, earthlings will not be excluded from this rebirth which begins 

and ends every few seconds, throughout the passages of time and space.  

Think past the moon and the planets and the stars-- forever and always-- to keep you sane and 

well. 

-K. Ben-Moyal 

Pretty far out huh? 

Let's dig deeper. 

Love, joy, loved ones, food, shelter, national holidays, religious holidays, land, sea, air, fire, 

wind, nature. What "better" place is there than life itself? I have yet to hear this question 

answered. Because in fact there is no better "place" than life itself, and there's no going back 

either. 

The act of gift giving is a selfless one for both the giver and the receiver. In life, gifts are given 

for the sole purpose of giving. If both parties participating in this exchange are truly selfless in 

their intentions, both would act according to the laws of universal truths. This would mean that 

the giver cannot ask for the gift back once it has been given, and the receiver should use the gift 

for an unselfish purpose-- the receiver would in turn share their gift with others. This here is 

another basic argument for why death could not exist, not in any universe, nor any dimension, 

throughout all space-time. Why would one assume that the gift of life given to us by our Creator 

would ever have to be returned? Life is G-d's gift to humanity, it would be silly to assume he 

would need or ask for it back--- ever. Once a gift is given, it's yours. However, the human 

receivers must decide how they choose to enjoy the gift. In other words. Life is a gift, and it's the 
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greatest gift ever given. Which means it is our duty, as the receivers of this precious gift, to share 

our lives with others. The Torah scripture commonly encompasses the concept that G-d wants us 

to live our lives in the company of both our neighbors and strangers because our lives are 

literally meant to be shared with other humans. To me, this symbolizes humanity's relationship 

with G-d and more significantly, life itself. In other words, the bond that has connected humanity 

to G-d's light since the beginning of time was given to a vessel that was meant to receive G-d's 

light for the sacred purpose of sharing G-d's wisdom with others. This beam of light that created 

the universe, also known scientifically as the Big Bang, was not only able to inhale this wisdom 

of G-d, it could exhale or reproduce it, for the sole intent of giving birth to man. Let there be 

light is the link between the Big Bang explosion and Genesis, an explosion of energy took place 

at the beginning of our universe, nonetheless, both science and G-d are one in the same. Science 

is used to explain as many miracles as it can, through the study of G-d's work. This original 

wisdom that was the light could also interpreted as G-d breathing into a vessel that inhaled the 

Word, and let it go for others to share in its glory. 

Deja Vu 

The answers to the most complex mysteries of the universe are quite literally buried into our 

innermost core, the soul of our beings. When a sign is sent to us, we automatically assume this 

sign is coincidence, we don't leave room for fate or destiny or the Hand of G-d as a very valid 

explanation to what is. When you perceive things as they are, you begin to let go of the 

misguided perceptions  of what society has led you to believe. Do not look at things how others 

perceive them, look at them from your perception. Test out the signs you recieve, you start to 

realize these signs are part of your life's guide to fulfilling your purpose here on Earth. WHen 

people ignore these signs, or when people ignore G-d's outstretched arm, we are ignoring our 

destinies, we are ignoring out duties to mankind. Thus, if we do not fulfill out purpose in this 

lifetime, we do get to continue in our next one. However, if you do not try to understand G-d or 

you take the words of humans over the Word of G-d as your reasoning, you will keep straying 
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further and further away from your destiny, and this also means you are preventing yourself from 

ever truly experiencing self-worth and the greatest happiness for you and the ones you love. For 

if one fulfills their dreams which stem from a passion that is your life's goal, you are also 

achieving ultimate satisfaction and euphoric joy for your soul. 

No return policies, no take backs. The same rules apply goes to our Supreme Giver.  The gift of 

life is here to stay for all those who breathe with beating hearts and flesh. How foolish is it to say 

that the Almighty would ever want this gift back?? And why would he ever want to take it 

away?... it's ours for the choosing. It had already been decided upon out births that this the gift of 

life belonged to us, forever and ever. Only once we realize we must share our permanent gifts 

with mankind and vice versa, we will reach our highest potential. In other words, if we embrace 

the most selfless act--  of giving and receiving-- the ultimate purpose of our infinite existence-- 

will reveal itself.  

Death is a man made concept. No one can come back to tell you what death truly is so why on 

earth would humans just assume death means no more existence for the seemingly non 

functioning soul..? In fact, what nerve of those who took it upon themselves to name death in the 

first place. We can claim the definition to birth and other parts of life bc we know what comes 

next. In death, we do not. Which is why it is ludicrous for us to think death is the end of the road 

for those who've run their course. In reality, we are only running one of many courses we've 

already run or will run again. I'm simpler terms, you and I and every single human being on this 

planet have literally, "Been there, done that." Except in a different galaxy in a different time-

space on a whole other solar system located within another dimension. Perhaps we are striving to 

fulfill a certain destiny within each of our existences. Perhaps we fell short of this destiny in our 

previous lives. Perhaps this life is a chance to redeem our purpose. This, at its core, is the 

meaning of life. To fulfill your purpose; that of which is led to you through your inner most 

passions. It's up to you to follow them. If you succeed, you must have the closest relationship 

with our G-d and G-d of our ancestors, the one and only supreme G-d. Build your bridge close to 
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his glory, follow the signs and your primal instincts. Be forever grateful and well aware of all of 

this at all times. That is, keep in touch with the Creator who gave you the path worth living 

today. You'll soon discover possibilities and uncover answers that you once believed to be nearly 

impossible to reach. They're there. Finish the puzzle if you can. If not, that's OK, you'll get 

another turn before ya know it.  

THIS JUST IN from the brain of kbm: maybe animals are supposed to show us that we have 

nothing to fear, as  they fearlessly leave their nests and mothers  so early on in life. Perhaps since 

the human mind finds it so hard to adapt to the creation of all of this, to even come up with a 

logical theory, they can't bc thry just do nott want to focus or think aout what is not known. or 

the unseen. or what has yet to be discovered. how paradoxal is it that baby bieds fly out into a 

world with #noregrets and never look back ,and  they are actaully physically venturing into the 

unknown. But humans on the other hand, freak out at the thought of not  knowing, so much so 

they literally convince themselvse that the asnwers "luck, chance, or just i don't know, its just 

another life mystery," seems to comfort them. If you don't think about it, it will go away or will 

just become the right answer, based on nothing but their own brainwash infused with societial 

cancer, aka scientifical BULLSHIT is now considered science, unkowable evidence now counts 

as fact, history is not allowed to be used to form logical theories and no longer a valid source for 

finding the answers to the problems we currently face. 

That is their logic. 

All humans want to be happy, if government or politics is involved in trade deals between 

working individuals and business, then the very definition of freedom from government becomes 

obsolete. Not to mention, freedom, at its core, is a guaranteed right which is meant for all 

mankind to utilize and grow in their own pursuits towards whatever makes them happy. Trade 

deals are conducted for the sole purpose of making all customers and businesses involved happy. 

Otherwise, why the heck are you in the position to do business in the first place? You began in 
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the pursuit to make something out of your life, earn your money the moral way. The more 

successful your business becomes, the more successful those who you are in business with 

become. Just because you grow a business or want to branch out does not make you greedy. It 

makes you happy, and doing it the right way, making the right and smart decisions begins and 

ends with the relationship between the consumer and the buyer. The consumer loves a product so 

much, they feel as though they cannot live without it. Let’s just use iPhone for an example. So, 

the consumers will drop their entire monthly paychecks to buy a phone they feel as though they 

literally could not live without. The seller is giving the buyer what makes them happy. The buyer 

is giving the seller what makes them rich, and if a rich businessman is a happy man. Both are 

happy, both are satisfied with this deal.  If one of the parties was dissatisfied, the rights owed to 

an individual must always deal with their own version or pursuit of happiness. The seasons 

change, this is symbolic for our different minds and talents and attributes as humans. All of 

which contribute or go hand in hand with someone elses ideas or compassions in order for a 

relationship between lets say friends to be true friendship. True friendship consists of mutual 

happiness, which also means there is mutual respect, which also means that this respect came 

from each or either individual seeing a quality in another person they enjoy or find amusing, 

whatever it may be, it adds to their happiness. This is the root of life. Without differences, 

without our special attributes in a collective race, there would never be any point to the defintiton 

of “truly living.” Everyone  would require the same things to make them happy, meaning 

everyone would want to take the same career route, but not everyone in the world can have the 

same job. Hit up north korea, Venezuela, majority of the world, they would vouge for this same 

logic if they were allowed to speak up or for themselves. Howwever, something as simple as 

having a discussion would be very bad conversation if everyone had the same brain, same 

ambition, same character, same “happiness principles,” or pursuits to happiness. Don’t want to 

get into Socialism too deeply here, so let’s move on. 
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There must be some sort of happiness “principle.” I feel like Mill perhaps? coined this term. But, 

I also feel as though this happiness principle goes beyond modern philosophy. I am sure if I took 

the time to look into confusious and/oGandhidi, they would too have some sort of "happiness 

principle," or the key element which keeps the earth on its axis, eternally spinning and gathering 

momentum, for this is what needs to be maintained and protected for everyone to truly be happy. 

Consitutional Americans Principles are made out of a formula that goes much, much deeper and 

further back in history than most people probably realize. In fact, America's foundation quite 

literally parallels the same exact events and natural order of things that occured during the 

Creation of all man, the beginning of a new order of the ages. Novus Ordo Seclorum was the 

new order or the Exodus that led humankind out of the Genesis of our entire Universe from the 

cosmic perspective, this new order, the Exodus or the salvation of mankind's universal rights to 

own the freedoms guaranteed to us, and which contribute to the very reason we are here in the 

first place. To hold, "these truths to be self-evident, you have to discover them on your own. 

Among them are humanity's right to LIFE, LIFE, LIFE---- for the sole purpose of pursuing 

happiness, because of G-d, our Father, who only wanted his kids to be happy and embrace His 

love and light. By sharing life with us humans, G-d created us in His Image, and that 

automatically calls for immortal existence, for G-d is eternal, His children are definitely eternal. 

WHAT exactly can a soul do without a body,  WHAT is a body function without a soul? It is not 

human, could not be considered humanity, and could therefore not be credibly listed as such. 

For, as the Torah and Constitutional principles tell us, humans must be able to truly LIVE, to be 

happy. Therefore, Heaven is where your soul meets your next body, forever and ever, we have 

the eternal right to be happy. 

G-d does not throw away any creation, he recycles them, of course. G-d would never allow a 

soul to escape into "an abyss," for his children must each be accounted for at all times, and the 

way He recognizes this is through our souls, each one is individual and has a seperate an 

encoding from the next. If even one soul does not find a body, or somehow subtracts, the entire 

universe would become unbalanced, the nature of all things would cease to exist. 
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Eternal life means eternal life people, read the first few sentences of your bible, torah, qeran, etc. 

All different religions with different branches of beliefs, and yet; 

All Roads Lead to Rome. 

MORE NOTES TO ADD TO “QURTORENIBILE” – (SOME IS REPETITIVE/ SOME NEEDS 

TO BE ADDED TO MY NOTES WRITTEN BY HAND ON THE COMPLEXITIES OF LIFE 

RESOLVED SERIES – DE LA KBM BIBLE VERSION): 

In the meantime...... 

Some thoughts from my personal philosophy, some have been published and some have yet to be discovered. 
These are always 'to be continued:'  

"..If you really think about it, to fulfill one's cosmic purpose, one must grasp the 
meaning of life itself. When a free individual chooses to pursue their greatest 
amount of happiness in this life, they are compliantly making a deal with their 
own souls to defy and protect themselves against an undesirable fate. The first 
step in any journey requires a game plan, and in this case, the game plan is 
seemingly endless. Stick to the game plan, remember that failure is not the end of 
the world, but rather, a form of art in which your canvass is your opportunity to 
repaint a new masterpiece, an even better one than the one before. The art of 
failure is your best bet to achieving your goals, for the path to achieving your 
wildest dreams will inevitably result so long as the individual grows from their 
mistakes. Each time a person fails, they become wiser. There is no question 
about it. Utilize your wiser being in accomplishing your wildest dreams and 
ultimately, your maximum potential, your purpose. Having the genuine knowledge 
and self-awareness of your own IMmortality is crucial in this life. Keep the laws of 
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human nature close to your concious at all times. Don't ever let any sign of 
discouragement lead you to believe otherwise. Believe in you. Have faith in your 
abilities. Don't ever forget about your destiny. Not even for a moment. Aspiring to 
achieve your inner most passions is your purpose at its core. Even the smallest 
tasks in life require you to follow through with your mind set on your biggest 
goals. It's necessary. Which is why forgetting it, even if only for a minute, is too 
big of a risk. Your future endeavors are too important to have the risk of 
becoming accustomed to one narrow way of thinking...Wisdom is the only 
conviction that sets the abstract apart from actual human existence. If you’ve got 
one but not the other, you will forever remain in the darkness."  

K. Ben-Moyal, 2017 

The secret to living is embracing the fact that you're alive. In order to do this, one must succumb to the fact that 
human nature controls mankind. It has since the beginning of time. Once you realize the genuine virtues that 
humans are capable of developing within a single LIFEspan, and only through human nature/faith in G-d, only 
then may you be able to come to terms with conservatism. The only way to achieve the most infinite amount of 
possibilities is to preserve our Rights to living freely in a world governed by the laws of human nature. The 
notion to live in a free market and society begins and ends with a Republic which protects and encourages you 
to express these civil liberties. America continues to build its future with ancient glory because it works. 

-K. Ben-Moyal, 2017 

Freedom is like a flower. It opens up for the opportunity to grow. Much like the virtues which stem from liberty 
or the beauty which illuminates the radiant glow only found in a natural eco system, the sole purpose of any 
existence, comes with the acceptance of receiving this gift of life-- and in turn, embracing it-- by sharing it with 
the rest of your species.  From a historical and even a moral perspective, capitalism doesn't look so greedy 
after all.  

K. Ben-Moyal, 2016 
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   "Truly believing in your universe is a key concept one should grasp if one wishes to further extend their 
understanding or knowledge.  Knowledge hasn't any power without faith. There is more to life than just existing, 
and knowing that faith is always present within oneself gives you the key to unlock the miracles that only  this 
universe and all its wonders can thus provide."  

-K. Ben-Moyal, 2016 

"The Act of Forming an opinion is simple, however, forming an opinion based on fact can be quite difficult. This 
here is the reason that so many have their facts  and opinions intertwined to the point of no reason.  

-K. Ben-Moyal, 2016 

"No shame disembarks upon postulates after office who advertise promises of pure deceit in return for votes– 
they sell their souls for political power and become most cherished by the very individuals on whom their 
scheming is effectuated." 

– K. Ben-Moyal, 2016 

Only the strong have the wisdom to seek G-D'S forgiveness; and only the mighty keep the faith in His eternal 
glory, in both good times, and in bad. 

"Freedom is like a flower. It opens up for the opportunity to grow. It has the potential to live a full life." 
- K. Ben-Moyal 
  

Think BIGGER: 

If the universe in never-ending, why should its inhabitants be? After all, human bodies are made up of stars. 
That's how every single skeletal being with human flesh and skin got its start. As a combination of stars. People 
seem to forget that there is no separation between human life and space when put into categorical terms. All 
things we know to be of tangibility belong to the universe. The planets, the oceans, meteors, suns, stars, solar 
systems and in between, are connected bc they are of substance here on earth. Human life forms and the 
atmospheric realm which exists as seemingly above them, are one in the same. We are not separated from 
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what this universe has to offer, therefore, earthlings will not be excluded from this rebirth which begins and 
ends every few seconds, throughout the passages of time and space.  

Think past the moon and the planets and the stars-- forever and always-- to keep you sane and well. 

-K. Ben-Moyal 

It is common knowledge that the explanation for what deja vu is, feels like, or is caused by-- has never been 
discovered. Scientists, psychologists, doctors, researchers have yet to discover the cause of deja vu, let alone 
describe what deja vu truly feels like-- does anyone really know an accurate way to describe this sensation? 
What if I told you that the feeling of deja vu-- that is-- the feeling or sense that you've been somewhere like this 
before, or perhaps have felt the exact emotion(s) in a similar situation which you are very certain happened, yet 
can't quite describe/recollect; what if I told you that this feeling/sense you nor anyone has ever been able to 
pinpoint or accurately describe- could be triggered by the subconscious of your soul? Pretty far out huh? 

Let's dig deeper. 

How could the energy of the big bang become a sentient mind? A study of the origins of sentient life does not 
start with a search for the clues on planet earth. That is far too far along in the saga. A proper study begins, 
exactly as does the Bible, with the very beginning, with the big bang creation of the universe.The most 
fundamental issue in the God/no God debate is the existence of a universe. We would do well to ponder the 
puzzle of why there is existence. Unfortunately, by the time we are old enough to even contemplate the wonder 
of existence, we've been around so long that we just take the fact of existence for granted. But think about it. 
Why is there anything? Why is there a universe within which life may or may not have evolved, developed, 
rather than nothing? It has been said quite accurately that the difference between nothing (as before the big 
bang creation) and something (the existence of our universe) is infinite. 

Love, joy, loved ones, food, shelter, national holidays, religious holidays, land, sea, air, fire, wind, nature. What 
"better" place is there than life itself? I have yet to hear this question answered. Because in fact there is no 
better "place" than life itself, and there's no going back either. 

The act of gift giving is a selfless one for both the giver and the receiver. In life, gifts are given for the sole 
purpose of giving. If both parties participating in this exchange are truly selfless in their intentions, both would 
act according to the laws of universal truths. This would mean that the giver cannot ask for the gift back once it 
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has been given, and the receiver should use the gift for an unselfish purpose-- the receiver would in turn share 
their gift with others. This here is another basic argument for why death could not exist, not in any universe, nor 
any dimension, throughout all space-time. Why would one assume that the gift of life given to us by our Creator 
would ever have to be returned? Life is G-d's gift to humanity, it would be silly to assume he would need or ask 
for it back--- ever. Once a gift is given, it's yours. However, the human receivers must decide how they choose 
to enjoy the gift. In other words. Life is a gift, and it's the greatest gift ever given. Which means it is our duty, as 
the receivers of this precious gift, to share our lives with others. The Torah scripture commonly encompasses 
the concept that G-d wants us to live our lives in the company of both our neighbors and strangers because our 
lives are literally meant to be shared with other humans. To me, this symbolizes humanity's relationship with G-
d and more significantly, life itself. In other words, the bond that has connected humanity to G-d's light since the 
beginning of time was given to a vessel that was meant to receive G-d's light for the sacred purpose of sharing 
G-d's wisdom with others. This beam of light that created the universe, also known scientifically as the Big 
Bang, was not only able to inhale this wisdom of G-d, it could exhale or reproduce it, for the sole intent of giving 
birth to man. Let there be light is the link between the Big Bang explosion and Genesis, an explosion of energy 
took place at the beginning of our universe, nonetheless, both science and G-d are one in the same. Science is 
used to explain as many miracles as it can, through the study of G-d's work. This original wisdom that was the 
light could also interpreted as G-d breathing into a vessel that inhaled the Word, and let it go for others to share 
in its glory. 

Another significant argument that I can make is Motzart and his inexplicable ability to write a symmphony the 
first time his fingers touched the keys. No one has ever been able to explain this phenonema, except by simply 
saying it was chance or that these things are rare, but happen. The answer is much deeper and more complex 
than this half-way thought out and unfinished response. Looking at the bigger picture? What could be the only 
explanation to such an occurance? You can compare it to other renowned occurances similar Motzart. But, you 
can also compare it to the exact reason doctors are unable to explain why people come out of comas knowing 
a completely different or even unheard of language. There are many documented instances where humans 
have had a near-death experience and woken up with a new skill they never possessed, and have even woken 
up with different accents that could not be explained. B When you think about it logically, there is only one 
answer to how Mozart was able to write an orchestrated symphony his first time playing the piano. The only 
possible explanation requires you to use your knowledge of reason and have a strong belief in the foundations 
of faith. The only things that cannot be explained in this world are commonly ignored and devoted to chance 
when they should be left up to faith. The argument for the existence of G-d is another one in itself, but to sum it 
up, something cannot come from nothing. Period. This leaves the existence of G-das the strongest argument to 
why us humans are here today. Furthermore, when something cannot be explained, faith and G-d are what you 
should look deeply into.  Faith is meant to be deep, look at the complexities of our human bodies and of the 
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minerals and foundations of life itself. It's not easy to stack your cards in something you cannot see or that isn't 
tangible, but, is chance tangible? And what is a coincidence if you really think about it? Where did the term 
coincidence begin? It began when the minds of humans were not able to explain an ironic event in their lives, 
and decided to come up with an alternate resolution to ease their confusion, but it never really answered their 
initial questions. Does it? I argue that Motzart had to have already aquired this skill previously, in order for him 
to be a musical genius. If a baby is given a toy, it learns how to grab the toy, and slowly works to become an 
expert at grabbing things using the motions of their body. This takes practice yet it's one of the most basic 
steps we learn in our infant years. If you meditate on this response, you have to ask yourself how many other 
options are there to phenomena such as Motzart? In realirt, you develop skills through practice. I will argue that 
since this is true, one must already contain the knowledge of said skill, to be able to play an instrument as if 
they had played it all their lives. Quite literally, their souls have been playing it throughout their lifetimes. This is 
why they possess the ability to speak anonther language they never heard of, or become the next Picasso 
having never picked up a paintbrush, not in this life anyway. 

Deja Vu 

The answers to the most complex mysteries of the universe are quite literally buried into our innermost core, 
the soul of our beings. When a sign is sent to us, we automatically assume this sign is coincidence, we don't 
leave room for fate or destiny or the Hand of G-d as a very valid explanation to what is. When you perceive 
things as they are, you begin to let go of the misguided perceptions  of what society has led you to believe. Do 
not look at things how others perceive them, look at them from your perception. Test out the signs you recieve, 
you start to realize these signs are part of your life's guide to fulfilling your purpose here on Earth. WHen 
people ignore these signs, or when people ignore G-d's outstretched arm, we are ignoring our destinies, we are 
ignoring out duties to mankind. Thus, if we do not fulfill out purpose in this lifetime, we do get to continue in our 
next one. However, if you do not try to understand G-d or you take the words of humans over the Word of G-d 
as your reasoning, you will keep straying further and further away from your destiny, and this also means you 
are preventing yourself from ever truly experiencing self-worth and the greatest happiness for you and the ones 
you love. For if one fulfills their dreams which stem from a passion that is your life's goal, you are also 
achieving ultimate satisfaction and euphoric joy for your soul. 

No return policies, no take backs. The same rules apply goes to our Supreme Giver.  The gift of life is here to 
stay for all those who breathe with beating hearts and flesh. How foolish is it to say that the Almighty would 
ever want this gift back?? And why would he ever want to take it away?... it's ours for the choosing. It had 
already been decided upon out births that this the gift of life belonged to us, forever and ever. Only once we 
realize we must share our permanent gifts with mankind and vice versa, we will reach our highest potential. In 
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other words, if we embrace the most selfless act--  of giving and receiving-- the ultimate purpose of our infinite 
existence-- will reveal itself.  

Death is a man made concept. No one can come back to tell you what death truly is so why on earth would 
humans just assume death means no more existence for the seemingly non functioning soul..? In fact, what 
nerve of those who took it upon themselves to name death in the first place. We can claim the definition to birth 
and other parts of life bc we know what comes next. In death, we do not. Which is why it is ludicrous for us to 
think death is the end of the road for those who've run their course. In reality, we are only running one of many 
courses we've already run or will run again. I'm simpler terms, you and I and every single human being on this 
planet have literally, "Been there, done that." Except in a different galaxy in a different time-space on a whole 
other solar system located within another dimension. Perhaps we are striving to fulfill a certain destiny within 
each of our existences. Perhaps we fell short of this destiny in our previous lives. Perhaps this life is a chance 
to redeem our purpose. This, at its core, is the meaning of life. To fulfill your purpose; that of which is led to you 
through your inner most passions. It's up to you to follow them. If you succeed, you must have the closest 
relationship with our G-d and G-d of our ancestors, the one and only supreme G-d. Build your bridge close to 
his glory, follow the signs and your primal instincts. Be forever grateful and well aware of all of this at all times. 
That is, keep in touch with the Creator who gave you the path worth living today. You'll soon discover 
possibilities and uncover answers that you once believed to be nearly impossible to reach. They're there. Finish 
the puzzle if you can. If not, that's OK, you'll get another turn before ya know it.  

OK and the writing below is literally just me writing down each thought that comes to my head as I have it. So, it 
is not meant to be written in a certain way or structure. It is simply written by the way my thoughts come in, and 
what they build up to. Again, these are all to be continued and so is that paper! Hope you can get somethin out 
of this, the purpose of me informing those interested in this arena is solely because i feel as though i owe it to 
those who genuinely ask me for an answer or want to hear what I have to say. and it's my duty to share it, ain't 
about to make of this public unless someone truly seeks what  has and is revealed: Sorry in advance if some of 
it is hard to read, i am too busy to spell check my thoughts and fix the way they come in! I will admit this 
though, a lot of it is symbolic, some of the stuff you read may not make sense to you at first but if you meditate 
on the little clues I purposely add in here, you will figure everything out on your own. 

Intertwined with my passion for utilizing politics to help humanity prosper for the betterment of mankind, I hold 
firmly that restoring the power of U.S. national security, and to restore American sovereignty as the leader of a 
global enterprise, constitutes for both a strong national defense, promoting free trade through influence of 
democracy’s founding principles by upholding the virtues that bind symbiotic ties for economic prosperity for all 
who seek to benefit. Historic breakthroughs in America’s young existence depict the primal values that work 
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when it comes to all human nature, and that of which has inevitably led to some of the most successful booms 
in economic prosperity growth, both domestically and on the global scale, has been one of the highest and 
most valued inventions ever known to man, for history tells us that all men can succeed under the scope of 
protected human rights under our constitutional principles. Our American guidelines have proved to be, by far, 
the most effective tools which underline the sacred founding principles of the American Nation. Although 
America’s history has been short-lived in comparison to the rest of the world, a positive ripple effect has already 
evolved so rapidly overseas simply because the core elements which serve as the motivating incentives for 
conducting fair and profitable business deals, 24/7, all year around, all over the world – are the traditionally 
seasoned pilots which guide the perplexities of contrasting passengers collectively towards a universally unified 
destination by which all those who choose to fly solo are willingly embarking on a collective journey for the 
purpose of receiving and giving rewards, a fundamental virtue underpinning all the origins of what it means to 
truly live. Moreover, all traveling souls share their plane seats with complete strangers from all walks of life, 
traveling through the winds of time-space in a plane which exists to bring them to a shared destination, all the 
while, the pilots on our trips are in total control of our destinies. And we, as the paying customers, were so 
eager to pay thousands for the opportunity to venture to another place, giving up all power for hours and days 
and facing the unknown head-on, all for the pursuit of a better, richer life. In other words, these travelling 
individuals risk their lives and purposefully take major hits to their bank accounts in return for the prospect of 
something equally as great, but probably greater, in return; the risk is worth the reward. If you do not like the 
results or if you don’t like the place you visited on your passage to a foreign place, then you just don’t go back. 
Free trade,  or GLOBALIZATION, the true meaning of it at least, goes deeper than just tangibility. In a free 
market system, we are free to trade with whomever gives us the best deal, and for this to work, the individual or 
company we trade with must also reap rewards from the transactions made between the your businesses. If 
you can’t stand to gain anything from flying, or even if you just don’t want or hate the concept of flying, simply 
stay on the ground. Similarily, if you can’t stand to gain or if you know you are losing money in a business 
relationship, you can simply stay walk away from it. You can choose to back out anytime you want if it is your 
choice to trade and another individual has agreed to both parties terms, however, note that although the 
seasons will always change and the leaves will always fall, the direction of the wind that blows, never changes 
pattern.  Almost all human beings need to fly at some point in their lives, if they truly seek happiness they will 
eventually have to fly to own their pursuit. At the same time, almost all human beings reach a point in their lives 
when they start to develop a sense of ambition, a  desire grows deeper and deeper within them. It grows 
deeper, yet it expands at the exact same rate. The neverending, always expanding yet contracting Unvierse 
should ring some bells with that last statement in mind. 

anyways, How can this happen? Because the pilots of our universe are the metaphorical gifts given to human 
beings, really all life forms when you truly think about it. IN oher words, the fundamental rights by which all 
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human nature is guaranteed or has the right as a human being, to own and these rights can never be taken 
away, you don’t get a refund if you try to return them, they are yours. Because to live happily, freedom and 
protection of those freedoms, are meant to be included in the package deal which comes free with each life 
cycle. The rights to life, liberty, to earn and own your own property, are actually the keys which unlock the 
doors on your path towards the pursuit of happiness. 

When a bird begins to flap its wings, it truly wants to fly.  This is why i emphasized ALL life earlier. Even baby 
birds, who have never known a life without their mother, they cannot even grasp the concept of "what they are 
supposed to do" or what "has been donE" so they know that they are making the right decision. They don't 
have the brain capacity to think this way. Which is sigifcant. Why is it that birds or any animal in the wild for that 
matter, choose to leave their nest, they could choose to stay in the safety of their mother's nest, the only place 
in the whole world, they know is safe, they want to leave it, and they don't even know what the "world" is! They 
just know they need to seek elsewhere for some reason. Instinct, if you will, is the equivalent to human 
happiness. But why do animals lack the fear of embarking? They are ignorant. All animals should be more 
ignorant than humans, however, I have seen liberals dumber than A bag of bricks. My dog could def. ;literally 
run circles around some professors I've met in college, no wonder the students are so helpless and doomed. 
But then again look at the animals they look up to in the white house. Actaully, let us not degrade animals, look 
at the scum in D.C. They are  the leaders of our nation, they have the ability to control what someone thinks 
could make them happy. Literally, liberals nowadays think that open borders would make the world a happier 
place, happier for who exactly? If they think it would make them happier, it is because they have been told over 
and over what  should make them happy, and this sadly makes some humans more ignorant than animals. At 
least animals listen to their instincts, their core desires, what they know in their souls (still have yet to find out 
what kind of souls animals have) but lets call it that for now. They may not think twice about why they want to 
leave the nest and free food and protection, they just have the sense, the faith, the certainty, the ability to 
"think" or rather, to konw how they feel. Moreso than humans. I can even admit as I am about to embark in the 
real world just having graduated from college and lived at home my whole life. I know in my gut that I am 
capable of conquering life and a career after college. But why do I stil have that nervous, almost hesitant sense 
of fear? I know its because the unknown in day to day life seems to mean nothing more than "i don't know the 
answer, so I will just say that shit happens bc luck and chance."  I personally have no problem seeking comfort 
in the unknown in terms of the universe and G-d and all of the elements that make up this world, I have no 
problem or doubt belieivng and having faith in our Creator and ancient scripture and miracles and prayers. BUT 
why can I not totally see that in me? Even after all I have accomplished. I always override my fears, sure. But 
why after wanting to live on my own all this time, do I have a sense of "maybe the unknown is worse than living 
my whole life at myparents house?" I know that is so silly to feel that way. Mentally, I know that I will be happier 
following my dreams. But why do I FEEL a sense of sentimental loss coming soon? 
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THIS JUST IN from the brain of kbm: maybe animals are supposed to show us that we have nothing to fear, 
as  they fearlessly leave their nests and mothers  so early on in life. Perhaps since the human mind finds it so 
hard to adapt to the creation of all of this, to even come up with a logical theory, they can't bc thry just do nott 
want to focus or think aout what is not known. or the unseen. or what has yet to be discovered. how paradoxal 
is it that baby bieds fly out into a world with #noregrets and never look back ,and  they are actaully physically 
venturing into the unknown. But humans on the other hand, freak out at the thought of not  knowing, so much 
so they literally convince themselvse that the asnwers "luck, chance, or just i don't know, its just another life 
mystery," seems to comfort them. If you don't think about it, it will go away or will just become the right answer, 
based on nothing but their own brainwash infused with societial cancer, aka scientifical BULLSHIT is now 
considered science, unkowable evidence now counts as fact, history is not allowed to be used to form logical 
theories and no longer a valid source for finding the answers to the problems we currently face. 

That is their logic. 

All humans want to be happy, if government or politics is involved in trade deals between working individuals 
and business, then the very definition of freedom from government becomes obsolete. Not to mention, 
freedom, at its core, is a guaranteed right which is meant for all mankind to utilize and grow in their own 
pursuits towards whatever makes them happy. Trade deals are conducted for the sole purpose of making all 
customers and businesses involved happy. Otherwise, why the heck are you in the position to do business in 
the first place? You began in the pursuit to make something out of your life, earn your money the moral way. 
The more successful your business becomes, the more successful those who you are in business with 
become. Just because you grow a business or want to branch out does not make you greedy. It makes you 
happy, and doing it the right way, making the right and smart decisions begins and ends with the relationship 
between the consumer and the buyer. The consumer loves a product so much, they feel as though they cannot 
live without it. Let’s just use iPhone for an example. So, the consumers will drop their entire monthly paychecks 
to buy a phone they feel as though they literally could not live without. The seller is giving the buyer what 
makes them happy. The buyer is giving the seller what makes them rich, and if a rich businessman is a happy 
man. Both are happy, both are satisfied with this deal.  If one of the parties was dissatisfied, the rights owed to 
an individual must always deal with their own version or pursuit of happiness. The seasons change, this is 
symbolic for our different minds and talents and attributes as humans. All of which contribute or go hand in 
hand with someone elses ideas or compassions in order for a relationship between lets say friends to be true 
friendship. True friendship consists of mutual happiness, which also means there is mutual respect, which also 
means that this respect came from each or either individual seeing a quality in another person they enjoy or 
find amusing, whatever it may be, it adds to their happiness. This is the root of life. Without differences, without 
our special attributes in a collective race, there would never be any point to the defintiton of “truly living.” 
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Everyone  would require the same things to make them happy, meaning everyone would want to take the same 
career route, but not everyone in the world can have the same job. Hit up north korea, Venezuela, majority of 
the world, they would vouge for this same logic if they were allowed to speak up or for themselves. Howwever, 
something as simple as having a discussion would be very bad conversation if everyone had the same brain, 
same ambition, same character, same “happiness principles,” or pursuits to happiness. Don’t want to get into 
Socialism too deeply here, so let’s move on. 

  

There must be some sort of happiness “principle.” I feel like Mill perhaps? coined this term. But, I also feel as 
though this happiness principle goes beyond modern philosophy. I am sure if I took the time to look into 
confusious and/oGandhidi, they would too have some sort of "happiness principle," or the key element which 
keeps the earth on its axis, eternally spinning and gathering momentum, for this is what needs to be maintained 
and protected for everyone to truly be happy. Consitutional Americans Principles are made out of a formula that 
goes much, much deeper and further back in history than most people probably realize. In fact, America's 
foundation quite literally parallels the same exact events and natural order of things that occured during the 
Creation of all man, the beginning of a new order of the ages. Novus Ordo Seclorum was the new order or the 
Exodus that led humankind out of the Genesis of our entire Universe from the cosmic perspective, this new 
order, the Exodus or the salvation of mankind's universal rights to own the freedoms guaranteed to us, and 
which contribute to the very reason we are here in the first place. To hold, "these truths to be self-evident, you 
have to discover them on your own. Among them are humanity's right to LIFE, LIFE, LIFE---- for the sole 
purpose of pursuing happiness, because of G-d, our Father, who only wanted his kids to be happy and 
embrace His love and light. By sharing life with us humans, G-d created us in His Image, and that automatically 
calls for immortal existence, for G-d is eternal, His children are definitely eternal. WHAT exactly can a soul do 
without a body,  WHAT is a body function without a soul? It is not human, could not be considered humanity, 
and could therefore not be credibly listed as such. For, as the Torah and Constitutional principles tell us, 
humans must be able to truly LIVE, to be happy. Therefore, Heaven is where your soul meets your next body, 
forever and ever, we have the eternal right to be happy. 

G-d does not throw away any creation, he recycles them, of course. G-d would never allow a soul to escape 
into "an abyss," for his children must each be accounted for at all times, and the way He recognizes this is 
through our souls, each one is individual and has a seperate an encoding from the next. If even one soul does 
not find a body, or somehow subtracts, the entire universe would become unbalanced, the nature of all things 
would cease to exists.  
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Eternal life means eternal life people, read the first few sentences of your bible, torah, qeran, etc. All different 
religions with different branches of beliefs, and yet 

All Roads Lead to Rome. 

  

 

 

 

In Hopes this Message May Clear a Few VERY SIGNIFICANT things Up, for one or two souls round the 

world, 3/14/2018  (30TH Anniversary of ‘Pi Day’ AKA Albert Einstein’s Day of Birth AKA the Creator of 

Pi, PHI,  3.141592  3.14 => the date falling on the Cusp of the Eve of Atheism’s ‘Last B&W Shindig => 

AKA Mins. Before Atheism’s biggest spokesman, the man who used a nonsense argument to brainwash a 
technological era and before the World has ever heard or dreamed of “fake news.”  

So, I see Atheism’s LARGEST ADVOCATE, founder of largest BS Phenomena to hit the globe running for 
way too long= Stephen Hawking 

Moments preceding the twilight hour or literally midnight, on the eve of Albert’s MOST MANIPULATIVE 

critic AKA S. Hawking  kisses Death Simultaneously in the form of the exact dates numbers and 

scriptures #REALSCIENCE  prophesized by a largely overlooked scientist who is unfortunately looked 

own upon on the right, for being a apscientist, as stupid as that reasoning sounds, Einstein is at same 

time misconstrued on the left because the false scientists and global warming enthusiasts, the same 

fascists, THE SAME NAZI FASCISTS, Al escaped to America from, and his later years showed his 

redemption by getting even with the Nazis in inventing the first atomic bomb, to be used and which 

ALBERT was not only happen to use such hard power by assosicatiion,  THIS MAN CREATED HARD 
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POWER, the beginnings of what we see in modern weapons, So , as albert volunteered to invent the 

atomic  bomb, at outset or first glance it looks like simple revenge, however ---- connect AL’s life work 

and where his numbers came from in creating the most complex formulas now given and confused for 
being accredited by leftist phonies , what else is new? 

1. first redeeming of zion in 1948  INDIRECT product of same Pi Founder we celebrate without 

his name but by use of his formulas name= the founder for the first Beam of Light Formula, 

E=MC^2, to Describe the Cosmos through G-d’s Creation, in terms of ancient scriptures and  

using each religious text to unlock the keys or difficulties in understanding the intense 

symbolism thereof,  THIS GUY- uses his own birthday numbers to form the very “Annual Pi 

Formula” We celebrate today , so, as a conservative, take life and G-d and science and the works 
of the most brilli>>>>>>>>>> 

Simultaneous coincidence?  

Absolutely NOT. e 

AS much as I can say on what is happening in our world, I can only hint that emphasis be placed on the 

different codes hidden in meanings, numbers, dates, and current events taking place during 201chai….. 

that of which became too apparent for me to ignore……. So free thinkers, meditate on what is no 

coincidence,  do a bit of your own research on the history of AL his writings, and the histoy of Pi, and 

what it all means in every single aspect you can prove in this life. 

Happy Birthday, Al! Happy 30th Pi, and Good Riddance to the overly praised atheist parasite, who is 

unfortunately being mourned over by the very confused on This day of celebrating the infinite formula, 
that of which starts with 3.14,and is represented as the keys to discovering Pi…A 

This Day was created by some liberal, I am sure, post Einstein (Conservative,  religious Jew who could 

literally take G-d’s works and compare it to the universal works of mankind since the first light to 

reproduce and live in a world of dark nothingness… By using formulas such as E=mc^2 , Einstein was 

simply taking the world around him and through the basis of his tight bond with G-d_- Einstein should 

be relevant, his teachings for all sides of political spectrum to see truths in He ended up dedicate to 
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the root numbers of the infinite formula itself, written in comparison to 03/14, 3.14 --> 3/14/18, by 

meditating on the numerical digits also present since His own Life Began,   Al’s birth date …..-> aka  the 

creator of Pi - 8 sideways  quantum physics -n among other life formulas - explained all the 

start  of his creations and inventions and nobel prize winning contribution,  through Science paralleling 

G-d’s creation and for the sole purpose of working towards and alongsidexistence being the sole 
purpose of Albert’s start into the the questions and the vastness into the unknown,  

He blatantly makes such points and well elaborates in his early works leading up to his first patented 

nobel prize winning “Special theory of relativity,” one of the many major contributions to the world 

ALBERT EINSTEIN, Was the G-d knowing inventor of the scientific revelations that broke grounds in all 

aspects of all life.. 

Stephen Hawking, however, was for many years, praised for leading and for literally founding the first 

book with arguments that have no meaning to the claim that atheism has spread as a disease through 

the west, and for the first time in history of the universe, we Americans have had to live with the 

embarrassment of such  a claim that has ABSOLUTELY NO SUBSTANCE NOR REASON TO IT. All the 

while this fool ,HAWKING, was the backing of this entire movement, causing all kinds of problems here 

at home, ultimately leading us to being known by lititerally OSAMA in his letter to U.s., that atheism in 

America was one of the reason for the 9/11 attacks on our soil ……. 9/11 …….. 

Not only was this MORON the original advocate for disease that is atheism,  he did not just  die with his 

last breath taken in the minutes leading up to the cusp of the sun the literal LIGHT only Albert EINSTEIN 

could describe to us through numbers and for the purpose of basing all things he endeavored upon in all 

his life’s suits.. Which stemmed from his dedication in religious beliefs, and there are certain  parallels 

which is somewhat, the reasons I first decided what I have also embarked upon my first 25 years of the 
life…  

3/14 is written and strategically placed by the COSMOS, ONE G-d who controls who sets up the battle 

fields for the orchestras to , and all religious scriptures  and…….. to be as vague as possible --------------
>>>>>>>> 
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- Just as the DNC was exiled from standing in the way of global peace, YOUR TIME IS UP, atheism 

and the threat thereof- LightER DAYs are Unraveling, EMBRACE EACH AND EVERY LAST ONE, 

You should see Many big changes in the world during 20CHAI  AKA 2018. YEAR OF LIFe at its 

ROOTS--Pi that will again stem into the tree of life, the seed was planted during the death of the 

biggest threat to G-d, doing away with the evil which lurks to make room for the goodness, the 

hardworkers, the biggest contributoors in history known today. G-d  gave the world  notice, just 

as G-d does in all ways and shapes and forms and patterns, the springtime bring reawakening of 

nature, the little plants are sprouting amongst us all once again. After the harsh winters which 

parallel the strife or the Genesis of all life, as December Is known for being the miracle of lights, 

it is because just as we light the eight candles of the menorah to represent the miracle which 

took place and actually, Einstein was able to put into formula to explain G-d and Science as one. 

Just as the branches of the menorah represents the branches of the roots of the olive tree at the 
heart of all our cores, E= mc^2 was the interpretation this revolutionary era of technological 

advancements needed to see how The first beam of light, the first ray that sparked all man, was 

put into terms that Human brains could comprehend, and that G-d would receive the credit for 

his wonders, lit up beautiful as ever, and now that we can see earth from the moon, and although 

we can see stars and consellations and plaents much closer than eveer before,  as we can also 

predict cosmic phenomena to occur way ahead of time and are getting closer and closer to 

magnifying what IS G-d, Who invented what science is, creataed the big bang which is the pe t 

there be light reference at very beginning of torah / any form of biblical records recorded, same 

case. For all religions round the world were stemmed from ONE  universal G-d. Throughout 

time, some distortions shadow light with the darkness that would not exist if light was taken 

away and vice versa, we need to make it known, about time in fact, that ALLLLLLLL of soake it 

in. The tree of liberty will soon grow to heights on a global scale, and since no one else will stand 

up on behalf of the Protagonist as opposed to the antagonist who, apparently to people such as 

katy perry, whining on a twitter status about how sad she was hawkings died on the day of 3.14, 

whom she assumes also invented Pi, this was upsetting to me – so much so I felt the need to give 

a shout to the real heroes, especially on a day I have had the blessing of knowing the cosmic 

purposes that correlate with the sig. 0f today… 
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Also, to inspire at least one individual,  who may notice cosmic activity  here and there, and 

perhaps dig deeper thanks to and in the Way old Al Einstein, how AL saw life; wrote these 

cosmic blessings in coded numbers and groundbreaking formula… 

-  

- IN sum, for the purpose of promoting genuine, true understanding of what we the world around 

you looks like, in all forms of the thwmaybe every other decade, happens to be noticed by the 

few, may these signs shine bright for us who’ve noticed and followed in pursuit of foreign 

service, just as Einstein puts it, is difficult for anyone else to understand….. All I ask is that all 

eyes switch gears and focus on what toDay means for the world around us..  

-  

- A Day in Which I HAVE held Sacred, in others forms and purposes but with same FAITH AND 

guts to pursue G-d’s plan against the odds of the times, are shared  in A.e.’s soul,  as seen in 
citings to quotes, as well as my own cosmic memory, a concept I have yet to meet another living 

person with awareness thereof, however often overlooked.. by the masses , the status quo, the 

99.9%., Albert Einstein, of all People, Shared the most similar views on cosmos and G-d. And was 

also willing to advoacate for against the ongoing hate of mankind’s pushback .. 
-  

Today, on the fourteenth of March, I feel as though I am obligated to out what I have been biting my 

tongue when  I see such lies spewed on my social media. Alat, for the free thinkers and critical 

problem solvers in today's modern age, to all those paying close attention to spiritual geometry 

politics current events all scriptures throughout the ages ancient texts, combined and connected to 

all of what is symbolized by the moon starts and solar system, Your high faith in G-d will never Let 

You forget a light  we all have burning eternally in our cores, at quite literally, all of life began as 

LIGHT, by way of explosion which was validly explained for the purpose of uncovering how G-d runs 

the cosmos, and which in turn, is prophesized in more ways than 12, to shine brighter for the 
world's darkest corners.. 

- fter the resurrection of a certain atheist's last breath, clearly links us to now, 2:46 pm texas time, 

on 3/14/18, 20chai, 2018, pi day ---> All roads have led to ROme until now, today marks the 
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embarking of how a certain enemy of the state, praised for His lies which have led to the world's 

greatest threats, his sudden kiss of death , which happened or was announced minutes or 

durinng the final hour, THE EVE before the last SunRise in this space-time, think about how 

these few instances correlate with the signal of life's 18 Sabbath, in the grand scheme of the Plan 

squared, and why the tomb of your life's wildest dreams and the fire of 7 years past has led you 

to this time.. opening up G-d's light to shine through the distortions at the heart of most 

distortions since the last golden age which sparked the biggest deceptions the man who met the 

dark fate of His doing last night, that of Rome and new world order saw its origins in today's 

present world, media AND STEPHEN HAWKING, author of first book to ever hit American 

bookshelves "WHy G-d Does not Exist," And to later take credit for such work of actual geniuses 

such as the man who I celebrate, even if only with G-d and myself, this should spark some 

interest and clarification for the twitter posts of clueless celebreties mourning the death of 
scum, for they too are scum, but as those patient and selfless enough to make it here to the 

present day lifespan of universal inhabitants, Know that you are free to achieve this burdens 

once held down by an argument which swiped nations and generations 0f SELF EVIDENT truths 

the signers of a democracy and new nation, who led the first civil rights, womens movements 

through use of their own document in which the human rights of all was protected and held in 

secret meeting up until these men could write a new list branching off of the ten universal 

commandments, which, separate church from state fro GREAT, DIVINE, RIGHT REASON, 

whoever is able to see any of the signs of any code listed in this message, Yee are BLESSED and 

hit summit towards exodus after your quarter life's struggles, your soul is ready to continue on 

your journey to above, with a team 0f 12/13 anointed members who had dinner and broke wine 

and bread with the biggest enemy to Life kast night, his death marks this, and's G-d's existence, 

the greatest case for peace and Israel's reemergence in a world its tribes had been lost for 

thousands of years, only few years born again to its closest ally's government, who in 1948 

adopted the government of a true democratic parliament, the true essence of where our roots 

sprouted literally takes its final 7 course.... is where ZIONism and what ZION actually means...... 

and it is in every soul of humankind, no matter the place or ethnicity of your birth, you are 

chosen if you keep the fundamental faith of One Universal Creator, for Zion is redemption for all 
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souls, a nd the nations closest to this truth, the nations who have not been totally corrupted by 

generations of CHURCH or TEMPLE OR ROMAN RULE, advocated in media storms which have 

spun into an age where truths and ancient glory is almost impossible to grasp, look to the 
source, of alll of us....... 

 
 
That is, 
In honor of Pi DAY, 3.141592, and in Honor of Pi's Creator's Birthday, Albert Einstein, whose birthday is 
also at the root of the infinite wisdom and number, the infinite formula,, Explained for man's brain 
capacity to be reached, in order for G-d's wisdom and truest wonders shine through LIGHT .. Ole Al has 
been looked over by evil lurking round the shadows for a good amount of time now, scheming a way of 
science made up on a path of complete bogus and unargued claims,ridiculous claims at that. Nowk 
through science is the big bang and the bible, which is also in the books of the QUERAN and the 
declaration of independence, in the hearts of theo. hertzel ben gurion golda meir jefferson washington 
adams and franklin, buddha ghandi and certain karmic and principles of incarnate revelations can be 
seen and related all back to Him and proved in modern science, nobel prize winning science that proves 
all scripts true by taking the truth you find in all world religions seen today.....expressed by the trueest 
scientists who only come around once every cycle of 7, that of which showed all man the way G=d's 
wonders are done through study and advancement of technology, and transportation to planets outside 
of our own can give us direct answers to, closely, pay attention, how a single candle can defy the 
darkness and how one's life experiences and understanding of earth, government and laws which 
implement peace towards a peoples who were given the GIFT OF FREEWILL, there is a CLEAR pattern 
here........in so much I cannot express beyond this message, not until I complete the work assigned for 
next quarter of this life of miine, at the very least, i will be the first to admit here, i AM: a buddhist, a 
muslim, a christian, a monk, a Karen, a A mason, a Zionist, a horn below, and a ray of light above, written 
in many codes designated for the tasks faced by today's up and coming leaders, I salute You, HaShem 
Salutes You, the miracle of life brings us to a closure of 7thou yr period, these next thou marking an 
event most commonly referred to in the West as "The alpha and the Omega." The end of a humanity's 
down hill exodus lifts the veil the believers who still hold such truths to be self evident, abraham lincoln 
MLK are inspired by the Same One of All, the G-d of our anestors, G-d of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, rachel, 
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rebecca, aaron (THE WORLD's FIRST PRIEST), moses, leah, the sons of Aaron and the lost in search of 
warmer days, and whose faith held the HOPE so frail during 6, His 
infinite wonders (G-d Almighty's) have only ever truly been explained by the man who escaped his own, 
nationalist country's persecution during the years leading up to WW2, 3/14, as soon as Al was born , his 
childlike wonder and religious back ground and faith beyond belief and guts to pursue such unlikely 
odds, led AL to later invent the first atomic bomb in his later years, to redeem his own life's persecutors, 
the bomb  
sent to his enemies who threatened his freedom and had led his whole family and his Home Country into 
death and/0r enslavement chambers, Einstein indirectly redeemed his own, as in 1948, the UN 
announced the rebirth of a land our ancestors had been praying to return home to, for 2800 years, 
EInstein not redeemed the enemies, parasites of numero uno, but within these nexxt two years, 2020, 
which marks the 70 yr anniversary of Zion's first redemption, will be the OLIVE BRANCH CARRIED 
OVER THE DOVES via route of life's natural wind patterns and seasonal streams, NATIONS LONG 
OPPRESSED BY scum of earth, the final is not a time for  
dread but a time to look forward to, no firey pits or destruction, but the end of an era of injustice, 
towards a new beginning, peace, actual prophetic peace,all of which can be explained by simple studies 
in meteorology , geology, oceanology, all Holy and ancient scripts, and formulas to back it all....the 7 , the 
age of aquarius and closing of pisces , is going to wipe away the rest of what is left of the ACTUAL 
Fascists still alive and well today... so long as we unite under One Creator, the rebels of my generation in 
the same study field as I, link arms to promote and influence peace N-E-S-W, breaking down the barriers 
fooloshness let in..... 
 
 
HOwever,  
 
Einstein's birthday and recent events bring forth a new age of light, peace, and hope-- those of which 
correlate with at least one and in each of Einstein's most famous formulas, which was thought out from 
Divine aspirations and genuiine truth seeking, religious dedication and guts to pursue them above all 
odds   and his own day of birth's DIGITS.....his own birthday digits are apparent and shared with pi and 
current events around the globe…..SHared in PI and the date of today 3.14.2-018, in numerical order of 
today..... AND einsteings  bday = PI.. 3/14/1879, spun into infinity, the goal not being to grasp such a 
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complicated concept, but to live a life w/o any biases nor self-seeking favors, have the guts to look deep 
into what is not known, meant to be found, and all who uncover the moral of all humanity is in the eyes 
of our Universal Father and Free-willed love, our destiny becomes clear and more beautiful if u admit to 
what u have bee wrong about if u discover a disappointing belief , which u will, and u will be bummed, 
and then u will accept it as what it is and in the end 0f the medidation f0r said mind change, u will find 
INFINITE BEAUTY , infinite widsom, truths and PEACEEEE. . . .  
Throwing a few quotes out there, from the diary of Einstein, and someone I know very well:  
 
 
…The physicist cannot simply surrender to the philosopher the critical contemplation of the theoretical 
foundations; for he himself knows best and feels most surely where the shoe pinches.... he must try to 
make clear in his own mind just how far the concepts which he uses are justified... The whole of science 
is nothing more than a refinement of everyday thinking…." 
 
 
“ … It is almost a miracle that modern teaching methods have not yet entirely strangled the holy 
curiosity of inquiry; for what this delicate little plant needs more than anything, besides stimulation, is 
freedom..."  
 
 
"In light of knowledge attained, the happy achievement seems almost a matter of course, and any 
intelligent student can grasp it without too much trouble. But the years of anxious searching in the dark, 
with their intense longing, their alterations of confidence and exhaustion and the final emergence into 
the light -- only those who have experienced it can understand it……”  
 
 
- Albert Einstein, "The World As I See It" & Albert Einstein's Religion & Science, Both of These early 
works published in EInstein's early Years Preceding 1905 --> that of which have been free for public 
view via PDF/Kindle since 1955.....  
 
 



THE Following (Ongoing) Research, Cited Works, and Epiphanies are Demonstrated To Fit 

Humankind’s Knowledge Span in Terms of Human Understanding  

All Work Includes Three Essential Arguments that have Formed Each Final Analyses Here and 

in PRESENT day Writer’s Mind, which are  

NoW AND are Forever More Belonging to  

Karen Ben-Moyal: 

• What Started out As a Book Review for a College Judaism Class…………….. 

o Documented Since: October 30, 2017 

o Last Updated: 3/14/2018  (30TH Anniversary of ‘Pi Day’ AKA Albert 

Einstein’s Day of Birth AKA the Creator of Pi, PHI,  3.141592  3.14 => the 

date falling on the Cusp of the Eve of Atheism’s ‘Last Supper’ AKA Mins. 

Before Atheism Truly Hit the World, Atheism’s LARGEST ADVOCATE, 

founder of BS Phenomena to hit the globe since the first star exploded into life = 

Stephen Hawking  Hawking  kisses Death  Founder of the first Beam of 

Light Formula, E=MC^2, to Describe the Cosmos through G-d’s Creation  

simultaneous coincidence? Absolutely NOT. Happy Birthday, Al! Happy 30th Pi, 

Good Riddance B.s. that is Atheism/Unnatural Global Warming Hoax men   

just as the DNC was exiled from standing in the way of global peace, YOUR 

TIME IS UP- LightER DAYs are Unraveling, EMBRACE EACH AND 

EVERY LAST ONE, You should see Many during 20CHAI  AKA 2018. 

YEAR OF LIFE, ROOTS OF eden are sprouting amongst us all. Take it in. 
Is this Sheer Coincidence? Absolute Not. And what IS so remarkable about today's 3/14, specifically?  
 

- In other words, what events have been closely linked in real life global events, ESP the sudden 
death of a polar opposite just moments before Einstein and ,mankind’ cruelest adversary- , a 
man of fiction—? 

- Who was it that Einstein Always warned our generation of? The types who also posted Pi day 
twitter statuses relating to a false ideology perhaps?  

- How in the world the people of our world got the idea that STEPHEN HAWKING – who was 
killed for the purpose of G-d’s light to shine through to those who can see the hidden meanings 
of it all  = how did we get to STEPHEN HAWKING ? WHO did nothing but contribute lies and take 
credit for Einstein’s genius/G-d’s last messenger who used the cosmos to relay the messages 
that G-d wished for his people to see, thorugh the eyes and perspective that would be 
understood through humanity’s capacity to grasp such things, Albert Einstein has never, in my 
opinion, been accredited in my generation, at least, for the true GREAT man he was, on both 
sides of the political spectrum, Einstein’s Work has been distorted so much so , that Hawking  
atheism is killed  suddenly & finally  and at the 30th ann. Of the Pi creation = literslly built by  
EInsteins own bday…. 

- the found that of which light was able to begin its season of redemption, the roots of renewal can 
finally shine through all remaining darkness... and this may never be apparent to almost anyone 
in the world, however, if this message reaches ONE human on a similar path towards patterns 
and true understanding, the minutes which led up to approximately midnight of the LAST 
supper, the eve, the dawning of the final obstacle for peace throughout all Lands diminished, 
leading up to approx. 10-30 Mins. as the creator of Life's formula, E= MC^2, Pi's formula which 
link a birthdate to Pi to INFINITY to literal INFINITE --> 8 sideways, Universal BEAMs and G-d's 
Beams Were First Connected as One --> today marked the renewal of the start of a certain 
numero dos --> XO and MWGA 

 
 
Meditate on this, as I have for many moons, and will continue to do so in the name of my life's next 
chapter, a journey in which I was blessed to be trusted with and am writing to all corners of earth's 
oppressed peoples at this moment, East Asia & to the Northern Horn of Africa and up above, You sun, 
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Einstein’s Day of Birth AKA the Creator of Pi, PHI,  3.141592  3.14 => the 

date falling on the Cusp of the Eve of Atheism’s ‘Last Supper’ AKA Mins. 

Before Atheism Truly Hit the World, Atheism’s LARGEST ADVOCATE, 

founder of BS Phenomena to hit the globe since the first star exploded into life = 

Stephen Hawking  Hawking  kisses Death  Founder of the first Beam of 

Light Formula, E=MC^2, to Describe the Cosmos through G-d’s Creation  

simultaneous coincidence? Absolutely NOT. Happy Birthday, Al! Happy 30th Pi, 

Good Riddance B.s. that is Atheism/Unnatural Global Warming Hoax men   

just as the DNC was exiled from standing in the way of global peace, YOUR 

TIME IS UP- LightER DAYs are Unraveling, EMBRACE EACH AND 

EVERY LAST ONE, You should see Many during 20CHAI  AKA 2018. 

YEAR OF LIFE, ROOTS OF eden are sprouting amongst us all. Take it in. 
your slice of life,  Your window of opportunity is about to open up, in hopes of true freedom restored to 
your peoples and china economic cooperation, today also marks the abundant peace, democracy and 
your own  chance to live out the DREAMS of legends told from America > will finally be possible, for 
your nation , and you, to achiece happiness, your chance and your redemption is of much larger soon. N-
>NE -> E. (0rients are of huge priority in foreign affairs today, NEE->YOU’RE YOUR freedom is first on 
this grand plan. Post embassy makes its final stop in Jerusalem of gold in May of 2020… 
 
Hang.in.There, the world has not forgotten your struggles, G-d has not forgotten the cries of Your people, 
Your exodus nears, so do the true winds of peace make themselves present today……and will become 
bigger and bigger to notice , and will eventually speed up   closer and closer in real life events, and thus 
hope for REALISTIC global PEACE will be made possible by Spread of the Republic and the combinig of 
Zion’s By Laws + American scriptutre aka rhe declaration OF INDE;PENCE, THESE TWO SCCTIPRTS 
COMBINED WITH SCIENCE WILLL MOST definitely be the key factors in my own future policies  I plan to 
present going forward into my foreign service within the months a year, I just hope I am in time to eyh 
her make known to others already desperately seeking answers to seemingly  
 
Love,  
KBM, 12/18/1992  

 


